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Abstract
Open vSwitch is a virtual network switch commonly used to forward network packages between virtual machines. The switch routes network packets based on a set of flow rules stored in its flow tables. Open vSwitch does
not provide confidentiality or integrity protection of its flow tables; therefore, an attacker can exploit software vulnerabilities in Open vSwitch to
gain access to the host machine and observe or modify installed flow rules.
Medina [1] brought integrity and confidentially guarantees to the flow tables of Open vSwitch, even in the presence of untrusted privileged software, by confining them inside of an Intel SGX enclave. However, using
an enclave to protect the flow tables has significantly reduced the performance of Open vSwitch. This thesis investigates how and to what extent
the performance overhead introduced by Intel SGX in Open vSwitch can be
reduced.
The method consisted of the development of a general-purpose communication library for Intel SGX enclaves, and two optimized SGX enabled Open
vSwitch prototypes. The library enables efficient communication between
the enclave and the untrusted application through shared memory-based
techniques. Integrating the communication library in Open vSwitch, combined with other optimization techniques, resulted in two optimized prototypes that were evaluated on a set of common Open vSwitch use cases.
The results of this thesis show that it is possible to reduce the overhead introduced by Intel SGX in Open vSwitch with several orders of magnitude,
depending on the use case and optimization technique, without compromising its security guarantees.
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Sammanfattning
Open vSwitch är en virtuell nätverksswitch som vanligtvis används för att
vidarebefordra datatrafik mellan virtuella maskiner. Switchen vidarebefordrar datatrafik baserat på en uppsättning flödesregler lagrade i dess flödestabeller. Open vSwitch garanterar inte flödestabellernas integritet eller konfidentialitet, därför är det möjligt för en angripare att utnyttja sårbarheter i
Open vSwitch för att få tillgång till värdmaskinen och observera eller modifiera flödesregler.
En tidigare studie gav integritets- och konfidentialitetsgarantier till flödestabellerna i Open vSwitch, även i närvaro av opålitlig och privilegierad mjukvara, genom att placera flödestabellerna inuti en Intel SGX-enklav [1]. Användandet av en enklav för att skydda flödestabellerna medför emellertid
en signifikant försämring av Open vSwitch’s prestanda. Detta examensarbete undersöker hur och i vilken utsträckning prestandaförsämringen medförd av Intel SGX kan minimeras i Open vSwitch.
Examensarbetets metod bestod av utveckling av ett kommunikationsbibliotek för Intel SGX-enklaver och två optimerade Open vSwitch-prototyper
med SGX-stöd. Det utvecklade biblioteket möjliggör effektiv kommunikation mellan en enklav och den opålitliga applikationen genom kommunikationstekniker baserade på delat minne. Kombinering av kommunikationsbibliotekets olika optimeringsfunktioner med andra optimeringstekniker resulterade i två optimerade Open vSwitch-prototyper med SGX-stöd
som utvärderades på en uppsättning användningsfall.
Resultaten av detta examensarbete visar att det är möjligt att minska prestandaförsämringen genererat av Intel SGX i Open vSwitch med flera magnituder, beroende på användningsfall och optimeringsteknik, utan att kompromissa med dess säkerhetsgarantier.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Software applications today often handle confidential and integrity sensitive data [2]. Deploying applications to public cloud platforms are increasing in popularity, which has raised concerns about the confidentiality and
integrity of sensitive data stored on these platforms [3]. Hardware-based
trusted execution environments (TEE), such as Intel SGX [4], provide integrity and confidentiality guarantees to user data even in the presence of
untrusted privileged software [5]. Intel SGX enables the deployment of applications handling sensitive data with increased confidence on cloud platforms where the host machine or other tenants are potentially malicious
[6].
Open vSwitch is a virtual network switch that is purpose-built for virtualized environments. Virtual switches are commonly used to forward network packets between virtual machines and are a critical piece in cloud
platform infrastructure since it provides network isolation among tenants’
virtual machines [7]. Open vSwitch does not provide confidentiality or integrity protection of its flow tables; therefore, an attacker can exploit software vulnerabilities in Open vSwitch to gain access to the host machine
and its memory [8]. Access to host memory allows for an attacker to observe or modify installed flow rules, which are security-sensitive assets of
Open vSwitch. Observing the flow rules of Open vSwitch allows for an attacker to learn about the network topology, and the ability to modify flow
rules enables an attacker to reroute traffic, which can be used to avoid a
firewall or intrusion detection system [9].
Medina [1] presented a security-enhanced Open vSwitch where its flow ta-
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bles are confined within an Intel SGX enclave; however, the security guarantees provided by Intel SGX do not come for free [10]. The performance
overhead associated with Intel SGX is well documented [11]. Open vSwitch
with Intel SGX support is significantly slower compared to its non-SGX counterpart and is hence less likely to be adopted in a production environment.
The aim of this thesis is to investigate how and to what extent the performance overhead in SGX enabled Open vSwitch can be reduced while still
maintaining the security properties provided by Intel SGX.

1.1

Research Question

The main goal of this thesis is to optimize the performance of SGX enabled
Open vSwitch without compromising the provided security guarantees. Intel SGX applications are partitioned into a trusted (enclave) and untrusted
(application) part. Optimizing Open vSwitch with SGX support will possibly affect the current enclave and untrusted application partition. From a
security standpoint, it is generally desirable to keep enclaves as small and
as simple as possible since it usually implies a lower probability of ending
up with security vulnerabilities in the enclave’s code. Other benefits of simple enclaves are simplified security analysis and a smaller exposed attack
surface [10].
The research questions of this thesis are as follows:
1. How and to what extent can the performance overhead introduced
by Intel SGX support in Open vSwitch be reduced while maintaining
its security guarantees?
2. Is it possible to reduce the performance overhead without increasing the enclave’s partition size, i.e. without moving functionality from
the untrusted application, or extending the enclave’s application programming interface (API)?

1.2

Scope

This thesis focuses on the optimization of the Intel SGX related performance
bottlenecks in SGX enabled Open vSwitch. There might be non-SGX related
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parts in SGX enabled Open vSwitch which is implemented in a non-optimal
way and could, therefore, be a source of overhead. However, optimization
of non-SGX related parts will not be considered.

1.3

Disposition

Chapter 2 introduces the relevant background, theory and previous work
related to this thesis. Chapter 3 gives an overview of the methods used
in this thesis. Chapter 4 presents a performance analysis of SGX enabled
Open vSwitch. Chapter 5 explains the design and implementation of a
shared memory based enclave communication library, which will be used
to optimize Open vSwitch. Chapter 6 presents the design and implementation of two optimized Open vSwitch prototypes. Chapter 7 contains an
evaluation of the communication library and optimized Open vSwitch prototypes. Chapter 8 contains discussions about the results presented in chapter 7 as well as a security analysis of the optimized prototypes. Lastly, chapter 9 concludes this thesis.

Chapter 2
Background
The purpose of this chapter is to present to the reader the necessary background and theory required for this thesis. Sections 2.1 to 2.7 present the
required technical background and section 2.8 presents related previous
work.

2.1

Trusted Execution Environment

A Trusted Execution Environment (TEE) is an isolated processing environment where applications can be securely executed regardless of the rest of
the system [12]. TEEs can be used to build applications with better security
by partitioning the application in a trusted (TEE) and untrusted part, and
restricting sensitive operations and data to the TEE [13]. TEEs guarantee
hardware-based isolation from all privileged software running on the same
machine [14]. A common TEE use case is to provide integrity and confidentiality to tenants’ private user data in cloud environments.
Different TEE technologies differ in the size of the trusted computing base
(TCB). The TCB is defined as the minimal amount of hardware and software that must be trusted to meet the security guarantees of a system [15];
vulnerabilities in the TCB could potentially compromise the security guarantees. It’s desirable to have a small TCB because it decreases the chance
of vulnerabilities [10]. The confidence of a TCB can be increased by testing
and performing static and formal verification. The aforementioned methods are expensive and hence reducing the complexity of the TCB is desir-
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able [15].
There are several TEE platforms available today such as Intel Software Guard
Extensions (SGX) [4], Intel Trusted Execution Technology (TXT) [16] and
ARM’s TrustZone [17]. This thesis aims to optimize an application that utilizes Intel SGX, which will be described in more detail in the following section.

2.2

Intel Software Guard Extensions

Intel Software Guard Extensions (SGX) is a set of instructions which extends
the Intel instruction set architecture. Intel SGX brings integrity and confidentiality guarantees to software running on a platform where all privileged
software, e.g. operating system and hypervisor, are potentially malicious by
providing secure software containers called enclaves [4, 18]. Each enclave
has a unique identity, also called a measurement, which is a SHA-256 hash
of the enclave’s memory pages, their relative position in memory and any
security flags associated with those pages [18]. The TCB of Intel SGX is relatively small in comparison to other TEEs, it includes the hardware and
firmware of the processor and only the software inside the enclave [18].
Figure 2.1 illustrates the high-level structure of Intel SGX applications.

Figure 2.1: Intel SGX application [10]. ECalls and OCalls are explained in
section 2.2.1.
An enclave can be described as a reversed sandbox where the code and data
inside of the enclave are protected from malicious tampering from the rest
of the environment [19]. Memory accesses to the enclave memory area
from any software not executing inside of the enclave are prohibited [5].
The Enclave Page Cache (EPC) is used by the processor to store enclave

6
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pages when they are part of an executing enclave [5]. The EPC is a secure
storage and part of Processor Reserved Memory (PRM), which is a subset
of DRAM that can only be accessed by enclave software [4]. The size of
the PRM is 128mb where roughly 96mb is available for the EPC. The EPC is
shared by all enclaves running on the same physical host. EPC pages can be
evicted to main memory in an encrypted form to enable enclaves to oversubscribe the EPC’s memory limit [2]. However, swapping EPC pages to
main memory is a costly operation and can cause significant performance
penalties in memory demanding applications [20].

2.2.1

Enclave Entry and Exit

The Intel SGX instruction set includes two pairs of instructions, EENTER/EEXIT and AEX/ERESUME, which are used to enter and exit an enclave synchronously and asynchronously, respectively. The EENTER instruction puts
the processor into enclave mode and transfers control to a predefined location inside of the enclave [4]. Enclave mode is a new processor execution
mode included in the Intel SGX architecture, which allows the code inside
of an enclave to access the enclave’s memory [2]. The processor is put back
into normal mode, and control is transferred back to where the enclave was
exited with the EEXIT instruction.
Asynchronous exits occur when hardware-interrupts takes place when executing code inside of an enclave. Asynchronous exits are implemented with
the AEX instruction which saves the enclave state, leaves enclave mode,
and sets the faulting instruction address to the address where the enclave
was entered using the EENTER instruction. The ERESUME instruction is
used to restore the enclave state and resume enclave execution once the
interrupt has been handled [2].
Developers do not have to invoke the EENTER and EEXIT instructions explicitly to enter and exit an enclave. Instead, the enclave and untrusted
application communicate through a user interface composed of Enclave
Interface Functions (ECalls) and Out Calls (OCalls), as illustrated in figure 2.1. The untrusted application invokes enclave functionality through
ECalls. The enclave invokes untrusted function calls through OCalls. It is
desirable to expose a small number of ECalls to the untrusted application
to reduce the enclave attack surface [10].
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Attestation

Attestation is the process of proving that software has been accurately initiated on a platform. Intel SGX-enabled software does not ship with sensitive
data. Sensitive data is provisioned from service providers after an enclave
has been initialized on a platform. An enclave must be able to prove to
a remote service provider that it is trustworthy, i.e. it has been initialized
properly and is running on supported hardware. The Intel SGX architecture includes mechanisms for attestation between enclaves running on the
same platform (local attestation) and between enclaves and remote service
providers (remote attestation) [18].
The attestation process utilizes two instructions included in the Intel SGX
instruction set, EREPORT and EGETKEY. The EREPORT instruction returns
a signed attestation report (REPORT). Among other things, the REPORT
structure contains the identity of the enclave, the trustworthiness of the
platform hardware and a message authentication code (MAC). The MAC is
produced with a report key derived from the attesting enclave’s measurement that needs to be provided when invoking the EREPORT instruction.
Optionally, arbitrary user data can be provided when invoking EREPORT
that will become cryptographically bound to the REPORT structure. The
report key of an enclave x is only accessible through the EGETKEY instruction when called from within the enclave x, or by the EREPORT instruction
when it is invoked with enclave x’s measurement [18].

Local Attestation
Figure 2.2 presents the presents the local attestation procedure, based on
the description by Anati et al. [18].
1. Enclave B sends A its measurement.
2. Enclave A produces a REPORT structure and an associated MAC by
invoking the EREPORT instruction with enclave B’s measurement.
3. Enclave B retrieves its report key using the EGETKEY instruction and
validates A’s REPORT by recomputing the MAC. A matching MAC confirms that enclave A is properly initialized and is running on the same
platform as B.

8
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Figure 2.2: Local attestation [18].
Remote Attestation
The remote attestation process requires the use of a special enclave, called
the quoting enclave. The quoting enclave verifies application enclaves using local attestation, and replaces the MAC of the REPORT structure with
a signature created with a device-specific asymmetric private key. The resulting structure is called a QUOTE and can be verified by remote service
providers [18]. The complete remote attestation process is depicted in figure 2.3, which again is based on the description by Anati et al. [18].

Figure 2.3: Remote attestation [18].
1. The application needs service from a remote service provider and establishes a connection. The remote service provider asks the application to prove that it is running a properly initialized enclave on supported hardware by issuing a challenge.
2. The application forwards the quoting enclave’s identity and the chal-
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lenge to the application enclave.
3. The application enclave generates a REPORT using the EREPORT instruction destined for the quoting enclave. The enclave also binds
the challenge response and an ephemeral public key to the REPORT
by passing it as user data when invoking EREPORT. The public key
will be used to establish a secure communication channel between
the enclave and remote service provider once the attestation process
is finished.
4. The application forwards the REPORT structure to the quoting enclave.
5. The quoting enclave verifies the application enclave using its report
key. Finally, it creates the QUOTE structure with its device-specific
asymmetric private key and returns it to the application.
6. The application sends the QUOTE structure and associated user data
to the remote service provider.
7. The remote service provider validates the signature using a public
key certificate. Finally, the remote service provider validates the challenge response.

2.3

Inter Process Communication (IPC) with
Shared Memory

There are several forms of IPC in UNIX systems, two common techniques
are message passing (e.g. UNIX pipes) and shared memory. Message passing requires kernel intervention for every message sent from one process
to the other. Each byte of every message has to first be written to a buffer
in the kernel by the sending process. The receiving process then copies
the message from the kernel buffer to its own address space. Besides writing the data twice, using message passing also requires switching from user
to kernel mode which adds additional overhead. With IPC through shared
memory, kernel intervention is only required when setting up the shared
memory region. Once the shared memory region is initialized, the communicating processes can communicate directly without kernel intervention.
Shared memory is the fastest form of IPC available [21]. The general idea of
IPC with shared memory is illustrated in figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.4: Shared memory IPC communicates through a shared memory
segment which is mapped to both processes’ address space.

2.4

Memoization

Function memoization is an optimization technique where return values
of an often computationally heavy function call are cached. The cached
value is returned if the function is called with the same input parameters
a second time and thus avoiding expensive re-computation [22]. Memoization trades an increased cost in memory space for reduced execution
time. Memoization is commonly used to optimize recursive algorithms. It
is important to note that a function can only be memoized if it has no side
effects.

2.5

Software Defined Networking

The fundamental idea of the software-defined networking (SDN) paradigm
is to separate the data plane, responsible for forwarding network packets,
and the control plane responsible for configuring the data plane [23]. The
SDN architecture is depicted in figure 2.5.
The control and data plane communicates through a well-defined Application Programming Interface (API), one prominent example is OpenFlow
[25]. OpenFlow [26] is a protocol used for communication between the
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Figure 2.5: Software-defined networking (SDN) architecture (source: Open
Networking Foundation (ONF)) [24].
forwarding plane of a network switch and the controller software. A network switch with OpenFlow support has one or several flow tables containing network-packet handling rules. An OpenFlow enabled network switch
consults its flow tables upon incoming network traffic and tries to match
incoming packets with a flow rule. Each flow rule is associated with one
or several actions, e.g. forward, drop or flood. An OpenFlow enabled network switch can act as different network functions depending on the rules
installed in its flow tables such as a router, switch, firewall or a network address translator [25].

2.6

Virtual Switch

Networking in virtualized environments has traditionally been implemented
with L2-switches residing within the hypervisor [7]. Virtual switches are
used to interconnect virtual network interface cards (VNICs) of different
virtual machines, and to connect the VNICs of virtualized machines and the
physical network interface card (NIC) of the host machine. Unlike physical
switches, virtual switches are typically written all in software [7]. Figure 2.6
illustrates a virtual switch deployment on a physical server.
An example of a virtual network switch is Open vSwitch. Open vSwitch can
be used as a classic L2-switch but also has support for the OpenFlow pro-
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Figure 2.6: Illustration of virtual switch deployment on a server which provides connectivity to two virtual machines.
tocol discussed in section 2.5 [27].

2.7

Open vSwitch

Open vSwitch is a software network switch that is purpose-built for virtualized environments. Open vSwitch is compatible with most Linux-based
virtualization environments such as KVM and QEMU [7].
Open vSwitch consists of three main components. Figure 2.7 presents the
high-level architecture of Open vSwitch and the interaction between the
different components. The controller in figure 2.7 is not part of the Open
vSwitch application, following the core idea of SDN architecture (i.e. the
separation between data and control plane) discussed in section 2.5. Users
are free to use any SDN controller which supports the OpenFlow protocol
together with Open vSwitch.
• ovs-vswitchd (slow path): The ovs-vswitchd component contains the
flow tables of Open vSwitch. The flow tables can either be modified
by an SDN controller through its OpenFlow interface or manually
using the ovs-ofctl command-line tool. When a cache miss occurs
in the kernel datapath cache (which is described further in the next
bullet point), the kernel module consults the ovs-vswitchd process
to determine how to handle the packet. First, the ovs-vswitchd process checks its flow tables for a matching rule. If there is no matching
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Figure 2.7: The components and interfaces of Open vSwitch [27].
rule in the flow tables, then the SDN controller is consulted. Once a
matching rule has been found, the packet and its associated action
are returned to the kernel data path [27].
• Kernel Datapath: The kernel module receives network packets directly from a physical network interface card (NIC). If there is a cached
entry matching an incoming network packet in the kernel datapath
cache, then the packet will be handled without userspace intervention. If no entry in the datapath cache matches an incoming flow
then ovs-vswitchd has to be consulted. The ovs-switchd process handles the packet in userspace and returns the packet to the kernel datapath together with instructions on how to handle it [27].
• ovsdb-server (configuration database): The ovsdb-server is a nonvolatile configuration database where switch configurations are stored
[27]. The ovsdb-server communicates with the SDN controller and
ovs-vswitchd through the OVSDB (Open vSwitch Database) management protocol [28].

2.8

Previous Work

This section presents previous research related to this thesis. The first study
presented in this section is the study where Open vSwitch with Intel SGX
support was developed. Afterward, previous work related to Intel SGX performance and shared memory based optimization techniques are presented.
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Medina [1] presents an Intel SGX library called OFTinSGX which provides
Open vSwitch with Intel SGX support. OFTinSGX encapsulates the OpenFlow flow tables of Open vSwitch inside of an Intel SGX enclave. Confining
the OpenFlow flow tables inside of an SGX enclave provides confidentiality
and integrity guarantees to the flow tables. However, the introduction of
Intel SGX in Open vSwitch brought a significant performance degradation.
This is the Open vSwitch implementation that this thesis aims to optimize.
Weisse, Bertacco, and Austin [19] present a switchless shared memory based
communication schema for Intel SGX enclaves named HotCalls. The presented schema makes it possible to invoke enclave functions orders of magnitude faster than when using ECalls. The fundamental idea behind HotCalls is similar to the principles behind IPC with shared memory discussed
in section 2.3. However, an application and associated enclave can use
any arbitrary untrusted memory area as the shared segment since enclaves
can access untrusted memory by default. The protocol requires the allocation of an enclave worker thread, which the main thread communicates
with through a shared memory region. The switchless enclave function
call component of the HotCall Bundler library developed in this thesis, presented in chapter 5, is heavily inspired by this work.
Tian et al. [29] present another shared memory based switchless enclave
function call schema for Intel SGX. The schema has been included in recent
versions of the Intel SGX SDK as an official feature. The authors argue that
it is not always worth dedicating an entire logical core to an enclave worker
thread in exchange for faster enclave transitions. The novelty of this implementation is that it makes it possible to decide at runtime whether to use
switchless enclave function calls or normal ECalls. This technique aims to
utilize the available CPU resources more efficiently. The general idea is that
at points in time when the frequency of enclave function calls is low, then
an ECall is affordable. However, switchless enclave function calls should
be used at points in time where enclave functions are called in high frequency. Even though this switchless enclave function call implementation
is included in recent versions of the Intel SGX SDK, it has not been used
in this thesis because it does not offer the same flexibility in comparison
when implementing a solution from scratch.
Dinh Ngoc et al. [3] present an extensive study of the performance of Intel
SGX in virtualized systems. The study contains a large number of benchmarks where the performance of Intel SGX operations such as ECalls, OCalls
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and EPC page swaps are evaluated in both virtualized and non-virtualized
environments. The non-virtualized ECall execution time estimate is used
in the Intel SGX performance analysis of Open vSwitch in chapter 4 of this
thesis.
Kim et al. [30] present an Intel SGX enabled key-value store called ShieldStore. A useful key-value store has to be able to store an arbitrary amount
of user data. ShieldStore overcomes the memory limitation imposed by the
EPC by storing all key-value pairs encrypted in untrusted memory. ShieldStore implements HotCalls, discussed previously in this section, to significantly increase its overall performance. The optimized prototypes developed in this thesis use a switchless enclave function call implementation
highly influenced by HotCalls to increase performance.
Weichbrodt, Aublin, and Kapitza [31] present sgx-perf, a performance analysis tool for Intel SGX applications. The study also includes an analysis of
scenarios where Intel SGX can become a significant performance bottleneck in applications and suggests possible solutions. Two of the identified scenarios are subsequent calls of the same enclave function and subsequent calls to different enclave functions. The proposed solution for the
first and second problem is batching and merging, respectively. An alternative proposed solution for both of the previously mentioned problems is to
move the entire calling function inside of the enclave. The enclave access
pattern of SGX enabled Open vSwitch includes both bottleneck scenarios
described, previously described in this paragraph, and is further discussed
in chapter 4 of this thesis.

Chapter 3
Methodology
The purpose of this chapter is to give an overview of the research process
and methods used in this thesis project. The research process of this thesis consists of four parts: prestudy, design, implementation and evaluation
which are presented in section 3.1, 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4, respectively.

3.1

Prestudy

The literature study focused heavily on research related to the performance
of SGX, porting of existing applications to Intel SGX, and research related
to the architecture of Open vSwitch. A deep understanding of the Open
vSwitch architecture was paramount to be able to design an optimized Open
vSwitch prototype. An extensive source code analysis of SGX enabled Open
vSwitch, presented in chapter 4, was conducted to understand the reason
for the observed overhead in Open vSwitch after introducing Intel SGX to
the project. The result of the performance analysis of Open vSwitch was
a set of identified problems related to the enclave access pattern that an
optimized prototype needs to solve. The analysis can be found in chapter
4.
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Design

The findings in the performance analysis presented in chapter 4 indicated
that the total number of enclave transitions and the execution time of a
single enclave transition must be reduced in SGX enabled Open vSwitch to
achieve performance close to the baseline application.
Two different optimized SGX enabled Open vSwitch prototypes were designed to answer the research question of this thesis. Both proposed designs used a library developed in this thesis for switchless enclave function calls through shared memory called the HotCall Bundler to reduce the
transition time for a single enclave transition. The library was inspired by
HotCalls [19], hence the name, and is presented in chapter 5 of this thesis.
To the extent of the author’s knowledge, shared memory based communication protocols are the only available alternative to traditional and slower
ECalls for enclave communication.
The two proposed prototypes differed in how they reduced the total number of enclave transitions in Open vSwitch. The first design used code refactoring to change the enclave and untrusted application partition to find
a minimal cut where the number of enclave transitions was minimized.
This design was based on the recommendation by Weichbrodt, Aublin, and
Kapitza [31], which suggested batching and merging of enclave function
calls through refactoring to reduce the total number of enclave function
calls in an SGX application [31]. A negative aspect with this design was that
it would increase the complexity of the enclave since merging and batching
moves complexity from the untrusted application to the enclave and adds
additional enclave functions to the enclave API. As previously discussed in
section 1.1, it is desirable to keep enclaves as small and simple as possible
to reduce the probabilities for vulnerabilities.
The second approach was a novel, all shared memory based design. This
design was used to answer the second part of the research question which
concerns if it is possible to increase performance without increasing the
enclave’s partition size or adding additional enclave function calls to the
enclave’s API. This design reduced the total number of enclave function
calls in Open vSwitch by utilizing two other features of the HotCall Bundler
library; execution graph and enclave function memoization which are described in section 5.4 and 5.5, respectively.
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Implementation

The implementation step was divided in two separate parts. The first part
consisted of the implementation of the HotCall Bundler library which enables switchless enclave communication through shared memory. The library was developed using an iterative approach where new features were
added, tested and optimized incrementally. Every feature of the library was
thoroughly tested using the Google Test unit testing framework [32] to increase confidence in the correctness of the library. Detailed design and implementation details of the library are presented in chapter 5.
The second part of the implementation step consisted of the creation of
two optimized SGX enabled Open vSwitch prototypes. Similarly to the implementation of the HotCall Bundler library described above, this implementation step also followed an iterative approach where the SGX enabled
Open vSwitch was optimized in multiple iterations. Both optimized prototypes were verified using an extensive test suite included in the Open
vSwitch GitHub repository [33] after each iteration to increase confidence
in the prototypes’ correctness. Both optimized Open vSwitch prototypes
are described in detail in chapter 6.
Both the HotCall Bundler library and the two optimized Open vSwitch prototypes were developed on Ubuntu 16.04.6 LTS with kernel version 4.15.064-generic. Intel SGX SDK version 2.3 [34] and SGX driver version 1.8 [35]
was used.

3.4

Evaluation

The evaluation step also consisted of two parts. The first part consisted of
an evaluation of the different features of the HotCall Bundler library in a
controlled and isolated environment. The motivation for evaluating the
library in isolation before integrating it into the two Open vSwitch prototypes is because the library contains novel features that have not been
studied before. The purpose of the isolated evaluation is to investigate
the library’s strengths and limitations which will provide useful knowledge
when using it to optimize the SGX enabled Open vSwitch. The second part
consisted of the evaluation of both optimized Open vSwitch prototypes on
several use cases.
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Measuring Methodology

All benchmarks used the read time stamp counter instruction (RDTSCP)
[36] to measure execution time in clock cycles. The RDTSCP instruction
cannot be executed within an enclave; therefore, the instruction had to be
executed by the untrusted application [5]. The instruction was inserted before and after the code segments corresponding to the benchmarked use
cases, and the execution time was given by subtracting the value returned
from the first RDTSCP instruction with the value returned from the second
instruction.
Each benchmark evaluated in this thesis was executed for 20 separate rounds,
where each round executed 10000 iterations. Afterward, the results of all
rounds for a given benchmark were combined into a single data set containing 200000 data points.

3.4.2

Experimental Settings

All experiments were conducted on a Lenovo ThinkPad T460s equipped
with an Intel Core i7-6600U CPU @ 2.60GHz (Dual-Core) and 20GB of DDR4
RAM. The machine was running Ubuntu 16.04.6 LTS with kernel version
4.15.0-64-generic, Intel SGX SDK version 2.3 [34] and SGX driver version
1.8 [35].
All experiments used Intel microcode version 20190312 [37]. The software
in each experiment was given exclusive access to two logical CPU cores to
prevent interference from other software running on the system. The reason for using two logical cores was because shared memory based switchless enclave communication protocols require at least two logical CPU cores
to function properly. If there is only a single logical CPU, then the enclave worker thread has to share a logical CPU core with the main thread
which would result in asynchronous exits (AEX) when switching between
the threads.
All Intel SGX enclaves were compiled in Intel SGX hardware mode. This is a
crucial step to get valid results since enclaves compiled in simulation mode
execute faster in comparison to hardware mode compiled.
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3.5

Benchmarks

This section describes the different benchmarking scenarios used when
evaluating the HotCall Bundler library, section 3.5.1, and the optimized
Open vSwitch prototypes, section 3.5.2.

3.5.1

HotCall Bundler

This section describes the benchmarks used to evaluate the performance
of the HotCall Bundler library. The library can be decomposed into three
core functionalities: switchless enclave function calls, execution graphs,
and function memoization. All of the above functionalities are described
in detail in chapter 5. All benchmarks were evaluated using both a warm
and cold cache. When benchmarking using a cold cache, the CPU cache
was cleared by writing a block of data twice the size of the Last Level Cache
(LLC) before each iteration.
The complete list of benchmarks used to evaluate the HotCall Bundler library is presented in table 3.1. All benchmarks that were used to evaluate
the HotCall Bundler library are available on GitHub [38].
Category
Switchless
function
calls
Execution
graphs

Benchmark
Enclave
transition
time
Batching
Merging
Branching

Enclave
function
memoization

Access
cache
Modify
cache

Purpose
Estimate enclave transition. Multiple Intel microcode versions
were evaluated to investigate if switchless enclave function
calls had suffered a performance degradation similar to ECalls.
Estimate the performance gains when batching multiple identical function calls using execution graphs.
Estimate the performance gains when merging multiple enclave function calls using execution graphs.
Estimate the performance gains when using enclave branching.
Estimate the performance gain when accessing a value located
inside of a functioning cache in comparison to access the same
variable through a switchless enclave function call.
Estimate the performance overhead associated with updating
memoization caches.

Table 3.1: List of benchmarks that were used to evaluate the HotCall
Bundler library.
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Open vSwitch

The performance of both optimized SGX enabled Open vSwitch prototypes
developed in this thesis were evaluated using the use cases presented in
table 3.2. These use cases represent the four main flow table operations in
Open vSwitch.
Use case
Add
Delete
Modify
Evict

Open vSwitch function
add_flow
delete_flows_loose
modify_flows_loose
ofproto_evict

Table 3.2: The four evaluated use cases and corresponding Open vSwitch
function.
Five Open vSwitch versions were evaluated on each use case listed in table 3.3. Apart from the two optimized prototypes previously described in
this chapter, the evaluation also contained three other Open vSwitch versions: Baseline, Slow and Switchless. The Baseline version is the original
Open vSwitch (commit 53cc4b0) without Intel SGX support. The Slow version is the SGX enabled Open vSwitch developed in [1]. These two versions
were used to quantify the overall performance improvement of the optimized prototypes developed in this thesis as they represent a lower and upper bound. Switchless is an Open vSwitch version where ECalls have been
replaced by Switchless enclave function calls. The Switchless version was
included in the evaluation to makes it possible to quantify the improvements of the additional optimization techniques included in the optimized
prototypes presented in section 3.2.
Version
Baseline
Slow
Switchless
Refactor
Bundle

Description
Original Open vSwitch (commit 53cc4b0) without SGX support.
SGX enabled Open vSwitch, developed in [1].
SGX enabled Open vSwitch with switchless enclave function calls. This version used
the HotCall Bundler library; however, only for switchless enclave function calls.
The first design presented in section 3.2. This version used the HotCall Bundler library for switchless enclave function calls and refactoring to optimize performance.
The second design presented in section 3.2. This version used the full power of the
HotCall Bundler library: switchless enclave function calls, execution graphs and enclave function memoization.

Table 3.3: Open vSwitch versions included in the evaluation in chapter 7.

Chapter 4
SGX Performance Analysis in Open
vSwitch
This chapter contains a performance analysis of Intel SGX in Open vSwitch.
Intel SGX’s performance has been the subject of research since its release,
and it has been concluded that enclave paging and enclave transitions are
both expensive operations and should be avoided if possible [31, 10]. The
enclave in SGX enabled Open vSwitch only stores OpenFlow flow tables
which should fit inside of the EPC without problems; hence, EPC paging
should not be a source of overhead. Therefore, the hypothesis throughout
this thesis is that enclave transitions are the main source of overhead.
Section 4.1 presents the four use cases which the analysis is based upon,
section 4.2 presents an estimate of the time spent on enclave transitions
in the four use cases, and section 4.3 discusses the enclave access pattern
characteristics of Open vSwitch.

4.1

Use Cases

Open vSwitch is a large and complex application; therefore, it is not feasible
to analyze the Intel SGX performance of the entire application. The performance analysis is based on four use cases where each use case represents
one of the four main enclave flow table operations.
Table 4.1 presents the four use cases and the Open vSwitch function that
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corresponds to each use case. It has been concluded in a previous study
that the add and delete flow use cases suffered a significant performance
degradation in Intel SGX enabled Open vSwitch [1].
Use case
Addition of flow rule
Deletion of flow rule
Modification of flow rule
Eviction of flow rule

Open vSwitch function
add_flow
delete_flows_loose
modify_flows_loose
ofproto_evict

Table 4.1: The four use cases analysed in this chapter and the Open vSwitch
function which corresponds to each use case.
Only the "happy path", i.e. when the operation terminates successfully
without errors, is considered for each use case scenario.

4.2

Overhead Generated by Enclave Transitions

This section describes the process of estimating the total overhead generated by Intel SGX enclave transitions in the four use cases presented in section 4.1. Estimating the overhead enables quantification of the optimization potential related to enclave transitions.

4.2.1

Estimating the Cost of Enclave Transitions

The total overhead generated by Intel SGX enclave transitions in Open vSwitch
for each use case scenario is estimated using the formula in equation 4.1.
cost = n ∗ c

(4.1)

where n is the number of enclave transitions, and c is the cost of a single
enclave transition.
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The Cost of a Single Enclave Transition

This section presents execution times estimates for both native ECalls and
HotCalls. HotCalls are included in the analysis because it makes it possible to estimate the possible improvement if ECalls would be replaced by
HotCalls in SGX enabled Open vSwitch.

ECalls
Two cases are considered when estimating the execution time for a single
enclave transition. The first use case uses a warm cache, i.e. the data structures needed to perform the enclave transition are located inside of the
CPU cache (no main memory accesses are required). The second use case
uses a cold cache, i.e. the data needed to perform the enclave transition
is not located in the CPU cache and needs to be fetched from main memory. Accessing main memory is orders of magnitudes slower than accessing
data in the CPU cache. Therefore, enclave transitions complete faster when
the CPU cache is warm. Both cases occur in any real-world application;
therefore, it is important to consider both cases in the analysis.
The experiments conducted by Weisse et al. measured a median enclave
transition time of ~8600 and ~14000 clock cycles for a warm and cold cache,
respectively [19]. However, a similar study made by Dinh Ngoc et al. estimated the median of a single enclave transition to be ~12000 and ~15000
clock cycles for a warm and cold cache, respectively [3]. After the discovery of the speculation based vulnerabilities Spectre [39] and Foreshadow
[40], Intel© released a new patched microcode that has increased the execution time of a single ECall [31]. Neither Weisse et al. or Dinh Ngoc et al.
mention the microcode version used when conducting their experiments.
However, the study made by Weisse et al. was conducted before the discovery of the aforementioned vulnerabilities and the study by Dinh Ngoc et al.
afterward. It is therefore likely that the difference between the two studies
is because different versions of Intel microcode were used.
Additional flaws in Intel SGX were discovered lately but patched in a new
microcode update released in early 2019 [41]. Because previous microcode
updates including security patches for Intel SGX vulnerabilities has increased
ECall execution times, an experiment was conducted to measure the cost of
an enclave transition using the latest microcode version. The experiment
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measured a median enclave transition time of ~16000 and ~22600 clock cycles for warm and cold cache, respectively. A detailed explanation of the
experiment, as well as the complete result, can be found in appendix A.

HotCalls
The estimated median execution time for HotCalls is based on the results
presented in the HotCalls paper presented in section 2.8. The median estimate is ~600 and ~2000, for a warm and cold cache, respectively [19]. Note
that the presented estimate is for just the transition time, i.e. no enclave
function is executed. It is likely that invoking an enclave function will be
more expensive since it requires accessing additional data structures in the
shared memory region.

4.2.3

Estimate of Total Enclave Transition Overhead

Table 4.2 presents the total number of enclave transitions that occur when
executing the code corresponding the the four use cases presented in section 4.1. It also presents the total execution time of the use cases for both
SGX enabled Open vSwitch and baseline Open vSwitch.

Addition
Deletion
Modification
Eviction

Execution
time - baseline
(clock cycles)

Execution
time - SGX
(clock cycles)

# Enclave
trans.

Est total
enclave trans.
time - ecall (n=1)

Est total
enclave trans.
time - hotcall (n=1)

15000
37900
36659
20520

240000
234750
168700
9700644

9
1 + 8n
1 + 5n
10n + 256 * 2n

144000-203400
144000-203400
96000-135600
8352000-11797200

5400-18000
5400-18000
3600-12000
313200-1044000

Table 4.2: Estimates of overhead generated by enclave transitions for different use cases. The number of enclave transitions for each use case was
obtained through source code analysis. The execution times for both the
baseline and SGX enabled Open vSwitch was measured using the approach
presented in section 3.4.1.
Based on the information presented in table 4.2, the following conclusions
can be made.
• Enclave transitions are the primary source of the overhead introduced
by Intel SGX in Open vSwitch.
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• The number of enclave transitions grows with the size of n where n
is the number of flow rules in the delete/modify/evict use case scenario. The dependency between enclave transitions and n needs to
be broken to achieve scalable performance for these three use cases.
Having the number of enclave transitions growing with the size of the
input will lead to a performance scalability issue regardless if ECalls
or HotCalls are used. However, ECalls will scale worse than HotCalls.
• Even if replacing ECalls with HotCalls, the time spent on enclave transitions is still significant relative to the execution time of the use cases.
Especially in the use cases where the number of enclave transitions
grows with n.

4.3

Open vSwitch Enclave Access Pattern

Understanding the enclave access pattern of Open vSwitch is crucial to design a more efficient implementation. Based on the analysis of the source
code of SGX enabled Open vSwitch [42], the following statements regarding
the application’s enclave access pattern can be made.
• Enclave functions located in the body of looping structures are a common occurrence. All use cases in table 4.2 where n is present in the
enclave trans. column contain enclave functions nested in looping
structures. This problem corresponds to the first scenario, presented
in section 2.8, where Intel SGX might become a performance bottleneck.
• Multiple independent or dependent enclave functions executed one
after another (or with independent code in between) are a common
occurrence. This problem corresponds to the second scenario, presented in section 2.8, where Intel SGX might become a performance
bottleneck.
• The enclave contains data which can be accessed by the untrusted
application through the enclave API. Only the integrity of this data is
of concern.

Chapter 5
HotCall Bundler Library
This chapter presents the design and implementation of the HotCall Bundler
library. The HotCall Bundler library offers functionality which makes it possible to reduce the cost of a single enclave transition as well as a reduction
of the total number of enclave transitions in Intel SGX applications. This library extends work conducted in previous studies, i.e. HotCalls, with novel
ideas and is the core contribution of this thesis. Both optimized SGX enabled Open vSwitch prototypes developed in this thesis leverage the features of this library to increase performance.
The library offers three main functionalities: switchless enclave function
calls, execution graphs and enclave function memoization. Switchless enclave function calls are used to reduce the cost of a single enclave transition. Execution graphs and enclave function memoization are used to
reduce the total number of enclave function calls in an Intel SGX applications. The complete source code of the library is available at GitHub [38].
This chapter starts by listing the functional requirements of the HotCall
Bundler library in section 5.1. After follows a presentation of the library’s
architecture, presented in section 5.2. Sections 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5 present the
three main components of the library. Finally, section 5.6 and 5.7 presents
the library API and integration process, respectively.
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5.1

Functional Requirements

The functional requirements of the HotCall Bundler library, listed in table
5.1, are based on the observations made in the performance analysis in
chapter 4. The switchless enclave function call component presented in 5.3
fulfills requirement 1, the execution graph component in section 5.4 fulfills
requirements 2-4, and the memoization component in section 5.5 fulfills
requirement 5.

2

Functional
Requirement
Switchless
calls
Merging

3

Batching

4

Branching

5

Memoization

1

Description
Execute enclave functions without contextswitching to enclave mode.
Execute an arbitrary amount of different enclave functions using only a single enclave
transition.
Apply an arbitrary amount of enclave functions to each element of an input list using
only a single enclave transition.
Conditional execution of enclave functions
using only a single enclave transition.
Cache enclave data in untrusted memory
when only integrity is of concern. The caches
make it possible for the untrusted application to access data without transitioning into
the enclave. The integrity of the enclave data
stored in untrusted memory must be guaranteed.

Table 5.1: Functional requirements of the HotCall Bundler library

5.2

Architecture

Implementing a shared memory switchless enclave communication library
requires the addition of source code in both the enclave and in the untrusted part of an Intel SGX application. Enclaves do not share source code
(and libraries) with the untrusted application; therefore, the HotCall Bundler
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library consists of two separate libraries. The first library is an ordinary
static c library that needs to be linked with the untrusted application, and
the second is a trusted enclave library which needs to be linked with the enclave. Trusted enclave libraries are static libraries that are linked with the
enclave binary [5].
Figure 5.1 illustrates the untrusted and trusted part of the HotCall Bundler
library when integrated into an arbitrary Intel SGX application and the interactions between the different parts. The untrusted application invokes
switchless enclave functions through an API exposed by the untrusted library. Afterward, the untrusted library writes the job to a shared memory
region in the form of an execution graph. Execution graphs are discussed
later in section 5.4. Lastly, the job is processed by an enclave worker thread
which calls the associated enclave function and writes back potential return values to the shared memory region.

Figure 5.1: High-level overview of an Intel SGX application using the HotCall Bundler library.

5.3

Switchless Enclave Function Calls

The protocol used for switchless enclave function calls in the HotCall Bundler
library is presented in figure 5.2. The protocol is heavily inspired by Hot-
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Calls [19]; hence, the name of the library. This component fulfills functional requirement 1 listed in table 5.1. The shared memory region contains a spinlock primitive that must be acquired by both the untrusted application and the enclave before accessing the shared memory region to
avoid data races. Spinlock is the only synchronization primitive that can
be used by enclave worker threads without leaving the enclave. The Intel SGX SDK supports condition variables; however, this synchronization
primitive is implemented with OCalls which is a context switch operation.
No context switch operations are allowed to keep the communication protocol switchless.

Figure 5.2: Switchless enclave function call protocol [19].
The untrusted application invokes switchless enclave function calls by acquiring the shared memory region’s lock and writing the enclave function
call, represented by a (function_id, function_data) tuple, to shared memory. An enclave worker thread, initiated through an API exposed by the
trusted part of the library, is constantly polling the shared memory region
for scheduled jobs to execute. The enclave worker thread uses a busywaiting technique where it repeatedly checks for pending jobs inside of an
infinite loop. Intel’s pause instruction is used inside of the spinlock loop to
improve the efficiency of the busy-waiting schema. The pause instruction
provides a hint to the processor that it is executing inside of a spinlock loop
which enables the processor to perform memory optimizations [43].
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The (function_id, function_data) tuple is the only data needed by the enclave worker thread to execute a single enclave function. However, by replacing the tuple with a data structure called an execution graph, presented
in section 5.4, it is possible to create a more efficient enclave communication schema able to execute multiple enclave functions using only a single
enclave transition.

5.3.1

Translation Functions

Both the trusted and untrusted components of the HotCall Bundler library
work solely with void pointers when handling enclave function arguments
and return values. This is required to implement generic argument lists
that can hold arguments of any type. Each enclave function call has an
associated list of void pointers corresponding to the addresses of function
arguments and potential return values. Before the enclave worker thread
can invoke an enclave function, the provided generic argument list of void
pointers has to be cast to the function’s actual argument types. This translation has to be performed manually and is done by defining a translation
function, see listing 5.1. A translation function needs to be defined for each
enclave function that the enclave wishes to expose to the untrusted application. Translation functions contain a for-loop and take a matrix of void
pointers as a parameter; however, the matrix only contains a single row
when executing a simple enclave function call. Translation functions take
an argument matrix instead of a list because this enables batch execution of
enclave function calls. This is how iterators are implemented as discussed
in section 5.4.1.
Listing 5.1: A translation function for an enclave function which returns the
sum of two input arguments.
void
t r a n s l a t i o n _ e c a l l _ p l u s ( unsigned i nt n _ i t e r s ,
unsigned i nt n_params ,
void * args [ n_params ] [ n _ i t e r s ] ) {
for ( i nt i = 0 ; i < n _ i t e r s ; ++ i ) {
* ( i nt * ) args [ n_params ] [ i ] = h o t c a l l _ p l u s (
* ( i nt * ) args [ 0 ] [ i ] ,
* ( i nt * ) args [ 1 ] [ i ]
);
}
}
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Execution Graphs

The HotCall switchless enclave communication implementation presented
in section 3.2, is limited in the sense that it is only possible to execute a
single enclave function call in each enclave transition. For instance, two
enclave transitions are required to execute two enclave function calls as
illustrated in figure 5.3. Each enclave transition comes with an overhead,
estimated to be around ~600 to ~1400 clock cycles [19] for a warm and cold
cache, respectively.

Figure 5.3: Sequence diagram illustrating the enclave and untrusted application interaction when invoking two enclave function calls with the original HotCall implementation.
This thesis introduces the concept of an execution graph. Execution graphs
make it possible to express more complex computations than with a (function_id, function_data) tuple which is used in the original HotCall implementation. In this thesis, an execution graph is an arbitrary sequence of
dependent or independent enclave functions, control statements, and iterators which can be executed using only a single enclave transition. To the
extent of the author’s knowledge, the execution graph concept is novel and
nothing similar has been explored in previous studies. Figure 5.4 illustrates
how two enclave function calls can be executed using only a single enclave
transition using execution graphs.
Execution graphs are built using a linked list where the first item of the list
is the start (root) of the execution graph. Each list item is either an enclave
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Figure 5.4: Sequence diagram illustrating the enclave and untrusted application interaction when invoking two enclave function calls using execution graphs.
function, a control statement or an iterator. In its simplest form, an execution graph is only a list of enclave functions that are executed one after
the other starting with the first list item of the linked list. This enables arbitrary merging of enclave function calls and fulfills functional requirement
2 listed in section 5.1. Figure 5.5 presents a simple execution graph consisting of three enclave function calls. Each function call is represented by
a tuple (function_id, function_data), where function_data is a list of void
pointers. By convention, the last element in the function_data list is the
address where potential return values shall be written.

Figure 5.5: A simple execution graph consisting of three enclave function
calls.
Subsections 5.4.1, 5.4.2, 5.4.3 and 5.4.4 present the other node types which
can be used to construct execution graphs. These nodes make batching
and branching possible and fulfill functional requirements 3 and 4 presented in section 5.1.
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Iterator

Iterator-nodes make it possible to apply a single enclave function to each
element of an input list using only a single enclave transition. Iterators can
be used to implement functional style operators such as map and for-each.
To understand how iterators are implemented, one must first understand
the structure of translation functions which are presented in section 5.3.1.
Figure 5.6 presents the high-level idea of how iterators are implemented.
When wrapping an enclave function inside of an iterator, it is necessary
to supply an argument list instead of a scalar argument for each parameter that is supposed to change in each iteration. Afterward, the enclave
worker thread transforms the arguments lists into an argument matrix that
is passed to the translation function. Finally, the translation function calls
the enclave function once for each row, corresponding to each element in
the input list, of the argument matrix.

Figure 5.6: Iterator implementation.

5.4.2

If

If-nodes make it possible to decide at run-time, possibly depending on
the result of a previous enclave function, between two possible execution
paths. Figure 5.7 presents an execution graph containing an if-node. In the
figure, the if-node chooses between the execution of two enclave function
calls depending on whether arg2 is greater than 10. Note that arg2 is also
used as the argument to the enclave function of node 1 which may or may
not change the value of arg2. An if-node has to be supplied with references
to the values used in the boolean condition and a format string. The format string corresponding to the boolean expression in the If node in figure
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5.7 is "d>10" where d tells the parsing algorithm that the variable is of integer type. When evaluating boolean expressions inside of the enclave, the
expression is first converted into postfix notation [44] and afterward evaluated using a standard stack-based postfix evaluation algorithm [45].

Figure 5.7: Execution graph containing an if-node.

5.4.3

For

A for-node makes it possible to execute a subset of the execution graph
repeatedly for n iterations. This is an alternative to iterators presented in
section 5.4.1. However, for-loops can execute an arbitrary subset of the execution graph in each iteration while an iterator can only execute a single
enclave function. Figure 5.8 presents a execution graph containing a fornode. Note that a for-loop requires two additional nodes to be inserted in
the execution graph. One node in the front and one in the end. All parameters of enclave functions in the for-loop body which are marked as list
parameters will automatically be incremented in each loop iteration.

Figure 5.8: Execution graph containing a for-node.

5.4.4

While

A while-node makes it possible to execute a subset of the execution graph
repeatedly conditioned on a boolean expression. A while-node is implemented in the same way as the for-node presented in section 5.4.3. The
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difference between for and while-nodes is the loop condition. While-nodes
use a boolean condition as loop condition which is implemented the same
way as the boolean conditions in if-nodes, discussed in section 5.4.2.

5.4.5

Construction of Execution Graphs

Constructing execution graphs require a lot of boilerplate code. Depending on the node type, each node requires around 5 − 10 lines of code. This
makes the construction of execution graphs a tedious process and produces code which is hard to read and understand. To make the construction of execution graphs simpler, the untrusted part of the HotCall Bundler
library exposes a user-friendly API based on c preprocessor macros, which
makes it possible to build execution graphs using both an imperative and
functional-style syntax. The user API is explained in detail in appendix B.

5.5

Enclave Function Memoization

This section describes the implementation of enclave function memoization which enables caching of enclave data in untrusted memory. Memoization caches enables the untrusted application to access enclave data
without enclave interaction. The integrity of memoization caches in untrusted memory is guaranteed by storing a hash of each memoization cache
inside of the enclave. The hash of a memoization cache is calculated as
P
e∈C hash(e) where C is the set of all entries in the cache. The enclave
worker thread, responsible for populating memoization caches, updates
the corresponding memoization hash each time a cache entry is inserted
or deleted. Periodically, the enclave worker thread verifies the caches by
recalculating the hashes of the memoization caches in untrusted memory
and compares them with the hashes stored in enclave memory. Depending on the nature of the application, different actions can be appropriate
when an unauthorized modification is detected. The implementation of
this thesis simply clears the cache when an unauthorized modification is
detected. A more appropriate action in a production system would be to
clear the cache and notify a system administrator, or simply disabling the
caching mechanism entirely until the reason for the unauthorized modification has been investigated.
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Figure 5.9 presents the updated workflow for both the caller and callee of
an enclave function when memoization is used.

Figure 5.9: Updated workflows for both the callee and caller of an enclave
function. The steps in the workflow to the right are performed by the enclave worker thread.
A memoization cache is implemented using two data structures, a hash
map, and a doubly-linked list. The hash map provides a mapping between
input arguments and returns values, and the doubly-linked list is used to
implement different eviction policies. The memoization caches have to
be allocated in untrusted memory because they need to be accessed from
both the enclave and untrusted application. Only statically sized memoization caches are supported. The enclave, responsible for updating enclave
caches, cannot allocate memory in untrusted memory. Dynamically sized
caches require the enclave to manage cache memory through OCalls that is
both costly and adds complexity. With statically sized caches, all required
memory can be allocated by the untrusted application when initializing the
enclave.
Each hash map entry is paired with an element in the doubly-linked list
when allocating the cache memory during enclave initialization. The hash
map entry corresponding to the first element of the doubly-linked list is
used when inserting a new cache entry. If the first element of the doublylinked list points to a hash map entry that holds a valid cached value, then
the old value will be evicted. Two eviction policies are supported: First InFirst Out (FIFO) and Least Recently Used (LRU). The FIFO eviction policy is implemented by moving the list entry corresponding to the newly
inserted cache entry to the end of the doubly-linked list. To implement
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an LRU eviction policy, the list element corresponding to a cached entry
needs to be moved to the end of the eviction list each time the cache entry
is accessed by the untrusted application. When using the LRU policy, the
doubly-linked list is updated by both the enclave (when a cache entry is inserted) and by the untrusted application (when a cache entry is accessed);
therefore, it is not possible to maintain a hash of the eviction list without interacting with the enclave upon each cache access which would render the
schema useless. However, the integrity of the eviction list is not necessary
to guarantee the integrity of the cached data. Manipulating the eviction list
only enables an attacker to give cache priority to selected entries.
System time is not accessible inside of enclaves; hence, it cannot be used to
implement periodic recalculation of memoization cache hashes. Instead,
the periodic triggering of the recalculation mechanism is implemented using the spinlock loop used in the switchless enclave function call protocol
described in section 5.3. The enclave worker thread decrements an integer
value in each spinlock loop iteration, and the recalculation of memoization
caches is triggered when the integer reaches zero. Afterward, the counter is
reset to its original value and a new countdown begins.

5.5.1

Limitations

It is possible for an attacker to temporarily change the content of a memoization cache without being detected. If an attacker modifies a memoization cache entry and restores the original value before the next memoization cache verification, then the unauthorized modification will not
be detected by the enclave. However, an attacker can not determine exactly when the enclave worker thread verifies memoization caches. If an
attacker modifies a cache line repeatably and tries to avoid detection by
writing back the original value before the next cache verification, then it is
statistically unlikely that the modifications will not eventually be detected
by the enclave. Because of the aforementioned limitation, enclave function memoization only guarantees eventual integrity of its content; therefore, this technique should not be applied if the weaker eventual integrity
guarantee is not acceptable. The impact of this limitation can be reduced
by increasing the frequency in which the enclave worker thread verifies
memoization caches. Increasing the verification frequency makes the time
window where an attacker can temporarily change a cache line smaller,
which increases the probability that a cache verification occurs before the
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attacker writes back the original value. However, increasing the verification
frequency increases the cost of maintaining memoization caches; hence,
there is a tradeoff between stronger integrity guarantees and maintenance
costs.

5.6

Library API

The untrusted and trusted part of the HotCall Bundler library only expose
two functions each which are listed in table 5.2 and 5.3, respectively. Apart
from the function calls listed in the tables, the untrusted part also exposes a
large number of function calls that are used to construct execution graphs.
These methods are not meant to be used directly by users; therefore, they
will not be listed in this section. Users should instead use the user API exposed by the untrusted part of the application, described in appendix B.
Function
void hotcall_init(struct
shared_memory_ctx
*sm_ctx,
sgx_enclave_id_t
eid);
void
hotcall_destroy(struct
shared_memory_ctx
*sm_ctx);

Description
This function starts a new enclave worker
thread in the enclave with id eid using the
shared memory region defined by sm_ctx.
This method spawns a new thread which calls
ecall_thread_init listed in table 5.3.
This function destroys the enclave worker
thread which is associated with the shared
memory region pointed to by sm_ctx.

Table 5.2: Public functions of the untrusted library component.

5.7

Integration in Intel SGX Application

Integration of the HotCall Bundler library in an Intel SGX application requires modification of code in both the enclave and untrusted application.
The following modifications are necessary.
1. Link the trusted and untrusted part of the HotCall Bundler library to
the trusted and untrusted part of the SGX application, respectively.
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Function
int
ecall_thread_init(struct
shared_memory_ctx
*sm_ctx);

void
hotcall_register_config(
struct hotcall_config
*config);

Description
This function contains the spinlock loop
which will loop indefinitely, constantly polling
the shared memory region pointed to by
sm_ctx. This function must be called from a
child thread since it will not return until destroyed explicitly by a call to hotcall_destroy
listed in table 5.2. This function is an ECall
and is indented to be called from the untrusted application.
This purpose of the function is to configure
the trusted part of the library. The struct
hotcall_config contains the mapping between
function ids and enclave functions. This function is supposed to be called from the enclave.

Table 5.3: Public functions of the trusted library component.
2. Assign a function id to each enclave function that needs to be accessible from the untrusted application. The function id is used by both
the trusted and untrusted part of the application. Therefore, the preferred way of defining the function ids is to define them as macros in
a header file which can be included by both parts. For instance:
# define hotcall_function_1 1
# define hotcall_function_2 2

3. Define translation functions in the enclave for each enclave function
of the enclave’s API, as described in section 5.3.1.
4. Create a mapping between function ids and corresponding translation function. This is done by defining an array of void pointers (void*[])
which needs to be big enough to fit all enclave function calls.
5. Register the function_id to translation function mapping with the trusted
part of the library using function hotcall_register, presented in table
5.3.
6. Launch an enclave worker thread from the untrusted part of the application using the hotcall_init function, presented in table 5.2.
Following the steps in the above enumeration is enough to integrate the
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HotCall Bundler library in an Intel SGX application and spinning up an enclave worker thread, ready to process switchless enclave function calls. The
final step of the integration process consists of replacing all ECall invocations in the source code files of the untrusted application with switchless
enclave function calls, using the user API explained in detail in appendix B.

Chapter 6
Open vSwitch Prototypes
This chapter describes the implementation process of both optimized SGX
enabled Open vSwitch prototypes. Both prototypes are based on Open
vSwitch with SGX support developed in [1], which in turn is based on Open
vSwitch commit 53cc4b0. The Intel SGX functionality of Open vSwitch is
contained within a library called OFTinSGX, which is the library where the
trusted component of the HotCall Bundler library will be integrated. As
discussed in section 3.2, both prototypes use the HotCall Bundler library
to implement switchless enclave function calls. However, only the Bundle
prototype uses the library’s execution graph and enclave function memoization capabilities. Note that only the modifications required to optimize
the use cases evaluated in chapter 7 will be presented in this chapter. The
developed Open vSwitch prototypes optimize additional use cases of Open
vSwitch but these changes will not be presented in this section. Interested
readers are referred to the source code available on GitHub [46].
Section 6.1 gives a brief introduction of the OFTinSGX library and describes
the required changes required to integrate the HotCall Blunder library. Afterward, section 6.2 presents the required modifications of the untrusted
part of Open vSwitch with SGX support.

6.1

Modifications of OFTinSGX

The purpose of this section is to present the necessary modifications of the
OFTinSGX library for both the Bundle and Refactor prototypes. OFTinSGX
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is the Intel SGX library which provides Open vSwitch with enclave protected OpenFlow flow tables. OFTinSGX contains both a trusted and untrusted part. The trusted part contains all the logic of the library, such as
the OpenFlow flow tables, eviction policies and exposes a set of ECalls to
the untrusted library component. The ECalls exposed by the enclave are
not directly accessible from outside of the library. Instead, the untrusted
part of the library exposes a wrapper function for each ECall of the enclave.
Besides of defining wrapper functions, the untrusted part of OFTinSGX also
exposes a function, sgx_ofproto_init_tables, to initialize the flow table enclave.
The required modifications of the OFTinSGX library can be divided into
three main parts: configuration of the trusted library component of the
HotCall Bundler library, initialization of an enclave worker thread and lastly
replacing ECalls with switchless enclave function calls in each wrapper function defined in the untrusted part of the OFTinSGX library.
Section 6.1.1 describes the changes of the OFTinSGX library which are common to both prototypes. Section 6.1.2 and 6.1.2 describe individual changes
of the Bundle and Refactor prototypes, respectively.

6.1.1

Prototype Bundle & Refactored

The changes presented in this section are enough to enable switchless enclave function calls in SGX enabled Open vSwitch. A prototype, called switchless, with only these changes will be part of the evaluation in chapter 7.
Besides from adding the HotCall Bundler library to the build script of the
trusted part of OFTinSGX, only two additional files have to be modified
to integrate the HotCall Bundler library. The files are enclave.c and app.c
which belong to the trusted and untrusted part of the the OFTinSGX library,
respectively.
The following modifications of enclave.c are necessary:
1. Addition of a translation function for each enclave function that needs
to be accessible from the untrusted application. Translation functions are discussed in section 5.3.1.
2. Define a mapping, in the form of an array of function pointers, that
maps enclave function ids to translation functions.
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3. Register the defined mapping in step 2 with the trusted library component by invoking the hotcall_register_config function, discussed in
section 5.6. The function is invoked in the enclave initialization method
ecall_ofproto_init_table.
The following modifications of app.c are necessary:
1. Invoke hotcall_init after the enclave has been initialized inside of the
sgx_ofproto_init_tables function. The purpose of hotcall_init is to initialize an enclave worker thread. This function has to be called from
outside of the enclave since its not possible to spawn threads inside
of the enclave.
2. Replace each ECall invocation in each wrapper function with switchless function calls. This is done with the help of the user API described in appendix B.

6.1.2

Prototype Bundle

Prototype Bundle does not require any additional changes to the trusted
part of the OFTinSGX library than the changes listed in section 6.1.1. However, two minor modifications of app.c in the untrusted part of the OFTinSGX
library are required to enable enclave function memoization.
1. Each function that uses memoization needs to be added to the configuration object passed as an argument to hotcall_init. When calling
hotcall_init, the memory for each memoization cache will be allocated in untrusted memory and pointers to these caches will be provided to the enclave. Function memoization caches have to be allocated outside of the enclave since they have to placed in untrusted
memory.
2. Configure the functions which need memoization enabled. The configuration steps are explained in appendix B.

6.1.3

Prototype Refactor

Prototype Refactor uses code refactoring to reduce the total number of enclave function calls in Open vSwtich with SGX support. As previously discussed in section 3.2, the refactoring of the source code of Open vSwitch
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was conducted with two main ideas in mind: merging and batching, as proposed by Weichbrodt, Aublin, and Kapitza [31]. Figures 6.1 and 6.2 present
the general idea of merging and batching of enclave functions, respectively.
However, refactoring the SGX enabled Open vSwitch was more complex
and not as clean as the examples in figures 6.1 and 6.2; nonetheless, they
present the general idea.

Figure 6.1: High-level idea of merging with the refactoring approach.
In figure 6.1, three enclave functions are called subsequently in the example_func function before the refactoring, which requires three enclave
transitions to execute. The code can be made more efficient by defining a
new enclave function, enclave_func_merged, which is a merger of the three
original enclave function calls and then calling the new enclave function
from the example_func function. After the refactoring, the example_func
function only requires a single enclave transition to execute.

Figure 6.2: High-level idea of batching with the refactoring approach.
In figure 6.2, the enclave function before the refactoring is called inside of a
looping structure, which means that the number of required enclave transitions to execute the example_func function grows with the size of the input
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list (n). The code can be made more efficient by moving the looping structure inside of the enclave function and make the enclave function accept
a list of arguments instead of a scalar argument. After the refactoring, the
example_func function only requires a single enclave transition to execute
regardless of the input size, instead of n.
Merging and batching enclave function calls requires the addition of new
enclave functions in the trusted part of OFTinSGX and corresponding translation functions. Additional wrapper functions also need to be added to the
untrusted component of OFTinSGX. Table 6.4 lists all additional enclave
functions. Note that only the functions related to the use cases evaluated
in chapter 7 are presented in the table 6.1.
Enclave function
ecall_ofproto_evict

ecall_modify_flows
_loose

ecall_delete_flows
_loose
ecall_add_flow

Description
The purpose of this function is to evict flow
rules from flow tables which has oversubscribed its limits. If a table has oversubscribed
its limit, eviction will be performed until the
table no longer contains more rules than allowed.
This function returns flow rule metadata of
rules matching a given criteria. The metadata
is required by the untrusted application to update the action corresponding to the matching flow rules.
This function deletes flow rules of a flow table
which matches a given criteria.
This function adds a flow rule to a flow table.

Table 6.1: Additional enclave functions which has been added to the
trusted component of OFTinSGX in the Refactor prototype. The argument
lists have been omitted due to space constraints. Complete source is available on GitHub [46]

6.2

Modifications of Open vSwitch

This section presents the necessary modifications of the source code of
Open vSwitch for both prototypes. Section 6.2.1 presents the changes com-
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mon to both prototypes, section 6.2.2 the changes of prototype Bundle and
6.2.3 the changes of prototype Refactor. As mentioned before in this section, only modifications required to optimize the use cases used in the evaluation in chapter 7 are presented in this section.

6.2.1

Prototype Bundle & Refactor

There are only two modifications common to both prototypes. The first
modification is the linking of the untrusted component of the HotCall Bundler
library in the Open vSwitch build script. The second modification is of a
single function listed in table 6.2. The motivation for making it possible
to supply enclave data as argument to the ofopgroup_submit function is
because it makes it possible for the caller to pre-fetch the enclave data beforehand when performing some other enclave operation.
Modified Function
ofopgroup_submit

Description
This function submits a group of OpenFlow operations for processing; e.g. delete, modify, evict and
add operations. This method requires access to
metadata about the rules related to the OpenFlow
operations. To prevent the need of entering the enclave to fetch the metadata, this function has been
modified to be able to accept the needed metadata
as argument. If the caller supplies all the required
metadata, then no enclave transitions occurs in this
function.

Table 6.2: List of common function modifications for both Bundle and
Refactor prototypes.

6.2.2

Prototype Bundle

The sole purpose of all modifications of Open vSwitch’s source code is to
enable the use of execution graphs. Only a single source file, ofproto.c, of
Open vSwitch was modified when optimizing the code related to the use
cases evaluated in chapter 7. The complete list of modified functions are
listed in table 6.3. No modified function related to the add-flow use case is
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present in table 6.3. This is because the structure of the add flow function
is not well suited for execution graphs. Only enclave function memoization
was used to optimize the add-flow use case scenario in the Bundle prototype.
Modified Function
collect_rules_loose

ofproto_evict

modify_flows__

delete_flows__

ofopgroup_submit

Description
Iterators are used to fetch the priority property of
each collected rule. The use of iterators makes it
possible to break the dependency between enclave
transitions and input size.
Execution graphs are used to implement the eviction logic component. This function uses both
while loops, for-loops as well as iterators. Using
a combination of the three aforementioned primitives makes it possible to execute the entire evict use
case using a single enclave transition.
Iterators are used to fetch the priority property of
rule which is about to be modified. The use of iterators makes it possible to break the dependency
between enclave transitions and input size.
Merging and Iterators are used to batch several enclave function calls which breaks the previous dependency between enclave transitions and input
size.
Iterators are used to batch remove rules from enclave flow tables when processing OpenFlow delete
operations. This breaks the previous dependency
between input size and enclave transitions.

Table 6.3: List of all functions of Open vSwitch, related to the evaluated use
cases in chapter 7, that has been modified in the Bundle prototype.

6.2.3

Prototype Refactor

The Refactor prototype requires modifications of two source files of Open
vSwitch, ofproto.c and ofproto-dpif.c. Table 6.1.3 lists all Open vSwitch
functions which have been modified. The first four functions in table 6.1.3
were all modified to utilize the new optimized ECall functions presented in
table 6.1 in section 6.1.3.
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Modified Function
add_flow
modify_flows_loose
delete_flows_loose
ofproto_evict
rule_invalidate
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Description
This function has been modified to to use the optimized ecall ecall_add_flow.
This function has been modified to use the optimized ecall ecall_modify_flows _loose
This function has been modified to use the optimized ecall ecall_delete_flows _loose
This function has been modified to use the optimized ecall ecall_ofproto_evict
This function has been modified to accept enclave
flow table metadata as argument. The purpose
of this modification is the same as for the ofopgroup_submit function presented in table 6.2. If the
caller supplies the data as argument then no enclave
transition is required by this function.

Table 6.4: List of all functions of Open vSwitch, related to the evaluated use
cases in chapter 7, that has been modified in the Refactor prototype.

Chapter 7
Results
This chapter is divided into two parts. Section 7.1 presents the evaluation of
the HotCall Bundler Library in isolation. Afterward, section 7.2 presents the
evaluation of the optimized Open vSwitch with SGX support prototypes.

7.1

HotCall Bundler Library

This section starts with an evaluation of the performance of switchless enclave functions in comparison to ECalls in subsection 7.1.1. Afterward, follows an evaluation of execution graphs in subsection 7.1.2. Lastly, in subsection 7.1.3, the enclave function memoization component is evaluated.

7.1.1

Enclave Transition Time

Figure 7.1 and 7.2 present the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of
switchless and ECall function call execution times, respectively. Recent microcode versions have had no significant impact on the performance of
switchless enclave function calls. The time required to perform an ECall
has increased significantly with the most recent microcode versions. The
median ECall execution time has become ~110.8% and ~57.8% more expensive with a warm and cold cache, respectively. Using the most recent
microcode version, the median ECall execution time is ~20.3 and ~18.6
times more expensive than a switchless enclave function call with a warm
and cold cache, respectively.
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Figure 7.1: CDFs of enclave transition times for switchless enclave function
calls using different Intel microcode versions.
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Figure 7.2: CDFs of enclave transition times for ECalls using different Intel
microcode versions.
Another observation is that the standard deviation has become smaller for
ECall execution times in microcode version 20190312 compared to version
20171117 with a cold cache. However, the opposite is observed with a warm
cache. Further investigation is needed to explain this phenomena.

7.1.2

Execution Graphs

This section contains several benchmarks that evaluate the merging, batching and branching capabilities of the HotCall Bundler library.

Merging
This experiment measured the execution time when merging n ∈ {1, 5, 10,
25, 50, 100} enclave function calls using execution graphs. To quantify the
improvement when merging enclave function calls, the experiment was
also conducted without using execution graphs (i.e. only a single enclave
function can be executed in each enclave transition). It is possible to observe from figure 7.3 that merging enclave functions with execution graphs
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gives better performance in comparison to when executing each enclave
function in separation.
It can also be concluded that the execution time (measured in clock cycles)
increases linearly with the number of enclave functions in both cases. By
fitting a line to both curves in figure 7.3, it is possible to estimate the slope
of the execution graph curve to ~196 cycles and the slope of the no execution
graph curve to ~1229. The value of the slope of the no execution graph curve
corresponds well with the estimated value for a single enclave function with
a cold cache presented in figure 7.1.

Merger execution times.

no execution graph
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Figure 7.3: Boxplot of the execution times when executing n different enclave functions, with and without execution graphs.

Batching
Figure 7.4 presents a boxplot of execution times when applying an enclave
function to every element of a input list of size n ∈ {1, 2, 5, 10, 25, 50, 100}.
It can be observed that iterators greatly outperform loops and that the execution time increase linearly with the number of enclave function for both
iterators and loops. Using linear regression, a line was fitted to both the
iterator and loop curve with slopes estimated to 12 and 167 clock cycles,
respectively. Iterators processed each element in the list ~14 times faster
compared to loops.
There is one important functional difference between iterators and loops.
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Iterators can only apply a single enclave function call in each iteration while
a loop can apply an arbitrary number. Figure 7.5 presents a boxplot of execution times when applying m ∈ {1, 2, 3, 5, 10} enclave functions to an input
list of size 20. To apply m enclave functions using iterators, we have to iterate through the list m times while only a single iteration is required when
using loops. Even though we have to iterate through the list m times when
using iterators, iterators still outperform loops. The slopes of the lines obtained through linear regression for the iterator and loop curves was estimated to ~511 and ~3253 clock cycles, respectively. The slope represents
the estimated additional time required to process the input list if the number of functions to apply to each element is increased by one.
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Figure 7.4: This boxplot displays the execution times when applying an enclave function to each element of a list of size n.

Branching
Figure 7.6 presents the CDFs of enclave branching performance. Sub-figures
7.6a and 7.6b display the execution time for enclave and application branching, respectively. Application branching means that we leave the enclave
and perform the branching decision, then the branching body is executed
as a separate execution graph.
Based on figure 7.6, mixed results can be observed depending on whether
the branch is executed or not. In the case when the branching condition
is true, then enclave branching increases performance. However, enclave
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Figure 7.5: This boxplot displays the execution times when applying m enclave functions to each element in a input list of size 20
branching is slower than application branching in the scenario when the
branching condition is false. Sub-figure 7.6c presents the same scenario as
in sub-figure 7.6b but the branching primitive is wrapped inside of a looping primitive which iterates twice. It can be observed that when executing
the loop body, containing the if branch with a false condition, twice then
enclave branching is faster in comparison to application branching.

7.1.3

Enclave Function Memoization

This experiment measured the access time of an enclave variable which
is accessible through an enclave function with function memoization enabled. This benchmark considered two scenarios, cache hit, and cache
miss. The performance of the two different cache eviction policies, LRU
and FIFO, was also considered. Subfigure 7.7a presents the access times for
cache hits for both LRU and FIFO cache. It can be observed that accessing a cache with FIFO policy is slightly faster than accessing an LRU cache.
90% of the accesses were finished in less than 91 clock cycles for FIFO and
109 clock cycles for LRU. Subfigure 7.7b presents access times in the case
of a cache miss (i.e. transitioning into the enclave is necessary to access the
variable), 90% of the variable accesses were finished in less than 2213 clock
cycles. A cache miss is between ~20-24 times more expensive than a cache
hit depending on if using a FIFO or LRU eviction policy.
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Figure 7.6: CDFs of execution times for enclave and application branching.
Figure 7.8 presents the overhead generated by function memoization in an
enclave function which has to update a memoization cache. For instance,
if a method modifies a variable that is returned by a function that has function memoization enabled then this method has to invalidate the cached
value. Otherwise, the memoization cache will return the old and outdated
value. It can be observed in figure 7.8 that updating a memoization cache
introduces a noticeable overhead. It is also possible to observe that depending on the cache state, the required cost of updating a memoization
cache differs. The median execution times are 1066 and 1149 clock cycles
for a warm and cold cache, respectively. The median execution time for the
same function but without any memoization caches updates is 952 clock
cycles. Introducing cache invalidation to the function increases the median execution times with ~12.0% and ~20.7% for a warm and cold cache,
respectively.

7.2

Open vSwitch Prototypes

This section contains the performance results of the two optimized Open
vSwitch versions described in chapter 6. The prototypes have been evaluated on the use cases discussed in section 3.5.
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Figure 7.7: CDFs representing execution times of an enclave function with
memoization enabled for both cache hits and misses.
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Figure 7.8: CDFs of an enclave function’s execution times with and without
cache updates.

7.2.1

Add Flow Rule

Figure 7.9 presents CDFs of add flow execution times for all evaluated versions. In table 7.1, the 0.25, 0.50 and 0.75 quantile values are presented
together with the overhead relative to the baseline version. In this benchmark, the performance of the switchless version were relatively close to
the performance of the Refactor and Bundle prototypes. This was not the
case for delete, modify or eviction benchmarks since the number of enclave
functions grow with the size of the input.

7.2.2

Delete Flow Rule

Figure 7.10 presents a boxplot of delete operation execution times for different batch sizes. Note that the results for the slow Open vSwitch version
has been omitted from the figure due to very large values which would
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Figure 7.9: CDFs of add flow execution times.
Version
Baseline
Bundle
Refactor
Switchless
Slow

0.25
13915
25088
17917
30404
218838

0.50
14587
27671
19525
32720
236831

0.75
15305
23428
23428
36121
246545

Baseline overhead (%)
(28.7, 33.8, 53.0)
(80.2, 89.7, 106.4)
(118.5, 124.3, 136.0)
(1472.6, 1523.6, 1510.9)

Table 7.1: Quantiles and overheads relative to the baseline version for all
Open vSwitch versions.
make the figure hard to read. The 0.25, 0.50 and 0.75 quantiles of all versions and overheads relative to the baseline version is presented in table
C.1 in appendix C.
Based on the numbers in table C.1, the Bundle version has a median execution time overhead of between 16.4-29.5% relative to the baseline version
and the Refactor version between 22.3-39.2% depending on the batch size.
This is a significant improvement in comparison to the slow version where
the overhead is between 500-2000%. Based on observations in figure 7.10, it
is possible to conclude that the Refactor prototype has the lowest overhead
when the batch size is equal to one. However, if the batch size is increased
to 2 or greater then prototype Bundle becomes more efficient. Both the
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switchless and slow version scaled badly due to the fact that the number of
executed enclave function calls grows with the batch size.
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Figure 7.10: Boxplot of delete operation execution times of different batch
sizes. The numbers along the X-axis represent the batch size.

7.2.3

Modify Flow Rule

Figure 7.10 presents the execution times of flow modification operations
for different batch sizes as a boxplot. Again, the results for the slow Open
vSwitch version has been omitted due to very large values which would
make the boxplot hard to read. The 0.25, 0.50 and 0.75 quantiles of all versions and overheads relative to the baseline version is presented in table
C.3 in appendix C. Based on the numbers in table C.3, the Bundle version
has a median execution time overhead of between 9.5-21.0% relative to the
baseline version and the Refactor version between -10.0-4.2% depending
on the batch size.
An interesting observation is that prototype Refactor has a lower median
execution time than the baseline version when using a batch size of 1, 2
and 4. Flow modification operations only require a single enclave function
call in the Refactor version and hence good result was expected; however,
not results better than the baseline. The benchmark was run multiple times
but with consistent results.
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Prototype Refactor was the best performing SGX enabled Open vSwitch
version in this benchmark, consistently over all batch sizes. This result differ from section 7.2.2 where the Bundle prototype scaled better and gave
better performance with larger batch sizes.
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Figure 7.11: Execution times for modify flow operations of different batch
sizes. The numbers along the X-axis represent the batch size.

7.2.4

Evict Flow Rule

Figure 7.12 presents the execution times of flow eviction operations of different batch sizes as a boxplot. Both the slow and switchless versions have
been omitted due to large values which would make the plot difficult to
read. The eviction use case scenario includes a very high number of enclave transitions which results in poor results for the non-optimized versions. The 0.25, 0.50 and 0.75 quantiles of all versions and overheads relative to the baseline version is presented in table C.2 in appendix C. Prototype Refactor performs better than prototype Bundle consistently over all
batch sizes. It is also possible to conclude based on figure 7.12 that the Bundle prototype has larger standard deviation than the Refactor prototype.
Based on the numbers in table C.2, the median execution time overhead
relative to the baseline version is between 14.8-25.0% for Bundle and 89.2152.8% for Refactor depending on the batch size.
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Figure 7.12: Boxplot of execution times for evict flow operations of different
batch sizes. The numbers along the X-axis represent the batch size.

Chapter 8
Discussion
The purpose of this chapter is to discuss the results presented in chapter 7,
and the security guarantees and TCB of both optimized prototypes.

8.1

Evaluation of HotCall Bundler

This section discusses the obtained results from the evaluation of the HotCall Bundler library in isolation presented in section 7.1. The purpose of the
evaluation was to shed light on the strengths and limitations of the HotCall
Bundler library because little was known about the performance of the library’s different features before this evaluation. The insights gained from
this evaluation revealed valuable information that was used when implementing the Bundle prototype.

8.1.1

Enclave Transition Time

Based on the results in section 7.1.1, it is possible to conclude that the cost
of performing a switchless enclave transition is slightly more expensive using the HotCall Bundler library in comparison to the original HotCall implementation [19]. In the original paper, the benchmarks showed that 75%
of enclave transitions were completed in less than ~620 clock cycles while
in this thesis 75% of the enclave transitions where completed in less than
942 clock cycles, i.e. a single enclave transitions is 51.9% more expensive
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using the library developed in this thesis in comparison to the original HotCall implementation. The different results can not be explained by the use
of different Intel microcode versions; since the experiment conducted in
this thesis showed that the performance of switchless enclave transitions
was not affected by recent microcode updates. A possible explanation for
the observed performance difference could be related to CPU cache performance. Accessing main memory is orders of magnitude more expensive than accessing memory located in the CPU cache. It is possible that
a difference in the memory layout of the shared memory region, used by
the enclave and untrusted application for communication, forces the implementation in this thesis to perform a larger number of main memory
accesses to execute an enclave transition. However, further investigation is
required to give a definite explanation.
The cost of a single ECall has been estimated in several previous studies
[19, 3] but none of these studies include the most recent Intel microcode
versions. The results in section 7.1.1 showed that performing an ECall has
become even slower with recent Intel microcode versions while the performance of switchless enclave transition through shared memory has stayed
constant. This result further strengthens the motivation to investigate alternative enclave communication schemes such as through shared memory.

8.1.2

Execution Graphs

The execution graph concept developed in this thesis is a novel approach
to perform batching and merging of enclave functions using only a single
enclave transition. To the extent of the author’s knowledge, this has not
been done or discussed in previous research. Previous research on switchless enclave communication through shared memory has focused on optimizing the performance of a single enclave transition while the purpose of
execution graphs is to optimize the performance of multiple enclave function calls. Due to the absence of previous research in the area, little was
known about the performance benefits and limitations of the execution
graph concept before conducting these experiments. Overall, the results
in section 7.1.2 showed promising results for both batching and merging
capabilities while the branching functionality had some limitations since it
was shown that it can decrease performance in situations when the branching body is not executed.
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Merging
Based on the results in section 7.1.2, it is possible to conclude that merging
of enclave functions using execution graphs performed well in comparison to when executing each enclave function in isolation without execution graphs. Using linear regression, it was possible to estimate the cost
of adding an additional enclave function to the merger to 196 clock cycles. When processing each node in the execution graph, a new area of
untrusted memory has to be accessed and this area of memory has to be
fetched from main memory if it is not in the CPU cache. Execution graphs
are constructed by the main thread which is executing on a different logical CPU core than the enclave worker thread in the experiments; therefore,
the execution graph will not initially be in the enclave worker thread’s CPU
cache and has to be fetched from main memory before the graph can be
processed. Reading the execution graph from main memory is likely to be
the main source of observed overhead.
The HotCall Bundler library has not been optimized for cache performance,
it is possible that the performance of the library can be improved further
by considering the memory layout of the execution graphs to maximize the
spatial cache performance of the enclave worker thread when processing
execution graphs.

Batching
The results presented in section 7.1.2 indicate that the iterator primitive
is superior to the looping primitive. The core difference between iterators
and loops is where the actual looping is performed, which is the reason for
the observed performance difference. When using loops, execution jumps
back and forth in the execution graph that requires more computation and
more access to untrusted memory in comparison to iterators. Iterators
loop inside of translation functions, and only a single execution graph node
has to be processed to perform the entire batch execution.

Branching
The results presented in section 7.1.2 indicate that branching can both increase and decrease performance depending on the outcome of the branch-
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ing condition. A false branching condition results in a performance penalty
because resources are spent on adding nodes to the execution graph that
are never executed. It is important to note that the performance penalty
will grow when increasing the size of the branching body.
Enclave branching is faster than application branching for both the false
and true condition cases when it is nested inside of a looping structure that
iterates twice. This observation is most likely explained by that subsequent
iterations in looping structures are cheaper than the first since the loop
body is located in the CPU cache. However, the performance of branching
inside of loop bodies needs to be investigated further to draw any definite
conclusions.
To conclude, execution graph branching should only be used when there is
a high probability that the branching body will be executed and possibly if
they appear inside of a looping structure. Branching bodies should be kept
as small as possible to reduce the incurred performance penalty when the
branching body is not executed.

8.1.3

Enclave Function Memoization

The results from the benchmarks presented in section 7.1.3 gives several
key insights into the strengths and limitations of enclave function memoization. Based on the results, it is possible to conclude that accessing an
enclave variable that is located inside of a memoization cache is roughly
20 times cheaper in comparison to when accessing the variable through a
switchless enclave function call. If only considering the cache access times,
enclave function memoization seems to be a useful technique. However, it
is important to understand that maintaining an enclave function memoization cache is not free. Every enclave function that modifies an enclave
value also stored in a memoization cache has to invalidate the cached value
as well. Based on the results in section 7.1.3, it is possible to conclude that
invalidating a cached value adds an overhead of roughly 10-20% to a simple
setter function. If the enclave function which modifies an enclave function
cache is more complex and time-consuming, then the overhead of invalidating memoization caches will become less significant.
It is also possible to observe in section 7.1.3 that retrieving a value from an
LRU cache is slightly more expensive than retrieving a value from a FIFO
cache. This is because the doubly-linked list, used to keep track of evic-
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tions, needs to be updated upon each cache access to enforce the LRU policy.
To conclude, retrieving a cached value becomes cheaper but modifying
said value becomes more expensive when using enclave function memoization. In scenarios where a value is not modified very often, using enclave
function memoization makes sense and is likely going to improve performance significantly. However, enclave function memoization is most likely
not a good idea to be used with values that change in a higher frequency
than they are retrieved.

8.2

Evaluation of Open vSwitch Prototypes

In section 7.2 of the results chapter, the execution times for add, modify, delete and evict operations were evaluated. The results showed that
both optimized prototypes achieve significant performance improvement
in comparison to the Slow prototype developed in [1] for all four use cases.
The Refactor prototype achieved a median execution time overhead of 10.0-39.2% relative to the Baseline version depending on the use case and
batch size. The Refactor prototype performed better than the Baseline version in the modify flow use case. The Refactor prototype was expected to
achieve good results in the modification use case since only a single enclave transition occurs; however, not better than the baseline. Due to the
particularity of this result, the experiment was repeated multiple times but
the result stayed consistent. The result may be the product of a bug in the
Refactor prototype; however, the prototype passes the extensive test suite
of Open vSwitch which increases the confidence that the prototype is correct. Another possible explanation is that the Baseline version has implemented modify flow operations in a non-optimal way.
The Bundle prototype achieved a median execution time overhead of between 9.5-152.8% relative to the Baseline version, depending on the use
case and batch size. The worst performance was measured in the flow eviction use case, which was expected since the execution graph used to optimize the use case contained both a while and a for-loop primitive. Looping
primitives have been proven to be a much slower batching mechanism in
comparison to iterators. Both the delete and modification use cases were
possible to optimize using only iterators, which is reflected in the results.
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The Bundle prototype achieved 9.5-29.5% overhead relative to the Baseline
version in the modify and delete use cases, which is roughly an order of
magnitude faster than its performance in the eviction use case.
The Slow prototype developed in [1], achieved a median execution time
overhead of 517.2-47605% relative to the Baseline version depending on the
use case and batch size. The particularly bad upper bound of 47605% was
measured in the eviction use case. The eviction use case scenario contains
a nested loop where the inner loop body contains several enclave function
calls which explain the bad performance. If omitting the eviction flow use
case, then the measured relative overhead lies between 517.2-2071.3%.
Comparing the results obtained in this thesis to the results in the previous
study where the original SGX enabled Open vSwitch [1] prototype was developed becomes a bit difficult due to the choice of evaluated use cases.
Most of the use cases evaluated in the other study are composed of single
enclave functions, while the use cases evaluated in this thesis involve larger
code segments composed of multiple enclave functions corresponding to
a specific function of Open vSwitch. Only the add flow use case were included in both evaluations. In the previous study, the execution time for the
add flow operation was estimated to be roughly 12.5 times more expensive
with the SGX enabled Open vSwitch. In this thesis, the add flow operation
was estimated to be roughly 14 times more expensive than the baseline.
The different results can most likely be explained by the fact that different Intel microcode versions have been used. The previous study does not
specify which microcode version was used in the experiments; however,
the study was conducted before the release of the latest microcode version,
which means that an older version must have been used. As discussed in
section 8.1, ECalls have become more expensive in the most recent Intel
microcode update.
Overall, the best performing version was the Refactor prototype. However,
the results are not completely consistent. In the delete use case, the Bundle
version performs better for larger batch sizes. Exactly why this is the case is
difficult to answer and needs further investigating. It was expected that the
Refactor version performed slightly better overall since merging and batching with execution graphs introduces some overhead which has previously
been discussed in section 8.1.
To conclude, both prototypes managed to increase performance significantly in comparison to the Slow version developed in [1]. This result an-
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swers the research question of this thesis partly. It has been shown that
the performance of SGX enabled Open vSwitch can be reduced by using
switchless enclave function calls in combination with either refactoring or
execution graphs and enclave function memoization. However, we have
yet shown that the optimized prototypes guarantee the same security properties as the original SGX enabled Open vSwitch which will be discussed in
section 8.3.

8.3

Security Analysis

This section contains a security analysis of both optimized Open vSwitch
prototypes developed in this thesis. The purpose of this section is to answer the part of the research question, which asks whether it is possible to
increase performance while maintaining the same security guarantees as
the original SGX enabled Open vSwitch.
A necessary condition for the optimized prototypes to provide weaker security guarantees than the original SGX enabled Open vSwitch is that they
either do not keep the same data and code inside of the enclave or make
additional enclave data accessible from outside of the enclave. It is easy to
answer if the optimized prototypes move code or data from the enclave to
the untrusted application. If the prototypes make additional data accessible from outside of the enclave is more difficult to answer because data can
be made accessible both explicitly (by choice) and implicitly (e.g. through
a bug). The explicit case is easy to answer by analyzing any additions to the
enclave API. The implicit case is more difficult to analyze but will not be
considered; however, it is important to be aware that it exists.
Both optimized Open vSwitch prototypes developed in this thesis store the
same data structures inside of the enclave as the original SGX enabled Open
vSwitch. Prototype Bundle also stores cached enclave data in untrusted
memory when using enclave function memoization; however, memoization is only used with enclave data which is accessible from the untrusted
memory through enclave functions and hence confidentiality of this data
was not enforced in the original SGX enabled Open vSwitch. Even though
the data is saved in untrusted memory, the integrity can be guaranteed because the enclave keeps hashes of the caches in enclave memory which are
recalculated and verified periodically. However, the integrity guarantees
of the data stored in caches in untrusted memory are slightly weaker in
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comparison to the integrity guarantees that the original SGX enabled Open
vSwitch provides to this data; since it is possible for an attacker to temporarily manipulate a cached value without being detected as discussed
in section 5.5.1. Although, it is possible to decrease the probability for an
attacker to be able to change a cache line without being detected by increasing the cache verification frequency. Nonetheless, the Bundle prototype stores no crucial enclave data in memoization caches. Only metadata
associated with the enclave flow tables, e.g. the number of installed flows
and the maximum number of flow rules allowed, but not the actual flow
rules. It is not required by the original SGX enabled Open vSwitch to guarantee the integrity of the flow table metadata to fulfill its main security aim,
i.e. to prevent unauthorized users from installing or modifying flow rules.
Therefore, it is possible to conclude that even though the Bundle prototype
provides slightly weaker integrity guarantees to the data stored in memoization caches (i.e. flow table metadata), it does not compromise the main
security aim of the SGX enabled Open vSwitch.
Prototype Bundle does not modify the enclave API or add any new enclave
functions; therefore, it is not explicitly providing access to any additional
enclave data. Prototype Refactor does add additional enclave functions.
However, the new enclave functions are simply mergers of already existing
enclave function calls and do not expose any values to the untrusted application that was not previously exposed by the merged enclave functions.
Based on this argument and the argument in the previous paragraph, it is
possible to conclude that both optimized Open vSwitch prototypes provide
the same security guarantees as to the original version.
Passing pointers to untrusted memory as arguments to enclave functions
is a potential security vulnerability. For instance, an attacker could provide
a pointer to a memory address located inside of the enclave and make the
enclave overwrite enclave data. To protect against these kinds of attacks,
proper pointer validation has to be made inside of the enclave before writing to the address of an untrusted pointer argument. The HotCall Bundler
library does not include this kind of validation and hence is vulnerable to
pointer-based attacks. However, the original SGX enabled Open vSwitch
also passes pointers that are not validated to enclave functions and hence
this version also suffers from the same weakness. Therefore, the optimized
prototypes which are utilizing the HotCall Bundler library are just as secure
or insecure as original SGX enabled Open vSwitch implementation regarding pointer-based attacks. It is possible to extend the HotCall Bundler li-
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brary with proper pointer handling capabilities but it is left as future work.
To conclude, both optimized Open vSwitch prototypes provide integrity
and confidentiality to the same data structures as the original SGX enabled
Open vSwitch and do not explicitly expose any additional enclave data to
the untrusted application. Potential security issues related to passing pointers from untrusted memory to enclave functions when using the HotCall
Bundler library were also discussed; however, the discussed issues are also
present in the original SGX enabled Open vSwitch. Based on the two aforementioned statements, it is possible to conclude that both Optimized Open
vSwitch prototypes provide the same security guarantees as the original
version.

8.4

Trusted Computing Base

This section contains a discussion about the modifications of the enclaves
of both optimized prototypes. The purpose of this section is to answer the
part of the research question which states whether it is possible to increase
the performance while not moving any functionality from the untrusted
application to the enclave or adding additional functions to the enclave’s
API. As mentioned earlier in this thesis, it is desirable to keep enclaves as
small and simple as possible because it reduces the probability of introducing vulnerabilities. The Refactor prototype does not fulfill the requirements
since it changes the enclave and untrusted application partition, and adds
multiple new function calls to the enclave’s API.
The only required modification of the enclave in the Bundle prototype is
the inclusion of the trusted component of the HotCall Bundler library. The
library only adds an extra layer to the communication pipeline between the
enclave and untrusted application, demonstrated in figure 5.1, but the enclave functionality and API are not modified. The only change is where
enclave functions are being invoked. In the original SGX enabled Open
vSwitch, enclave functions are being invoked from the untrusted application through ECalls. In the Bundle prototype, enclave functions are being
invoked from trusted memory by the enclave worker thread. However, the
enclave functions are oblivious to if they are being invoked by an enclave
worker thread or through ECalls. The complexity added to the enclave is
confined within the communication layer which is separated and independent from the rest of the enclave code and data. The inclusion of the Hot-
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Call Bundler library indeed increases the attack surface of the application
since it might contain bugs that can be exploited by an attacker. However,
under the precondition that HotCall Bundler library has been proven to be
safe and free of vulnerabilities; then, the security analysis and attack surface of an application will be the same even after including the library.
To conclude, the Bundle prototype demonstrates that it is possible to reduce performance significantly by using the features included in the HotCall Bundler library without moving complexity from the untrusted application to the enclave, which answers the second part of the research question of this thesis.

8.5

Method Critique and Possible Improvements

The HotCall Bundler library was only evaluated on a single real-world application. The library was also developed to solve performance bottlenecks
identified in the same application which it was evaluated on, i.e. Open
vSwitch. This makes it problematic to draw conclusions on the generality
of the library, it could be the case that other SGX applications have a completely different enclave access pattern which would make the features of
the library less effective. To properly determine the usefulness and generality of the library, it needs to be evaluated on multiple different SGX applications.
Open vSwitch is a large and complex application and therefore it was not
feasible to benchmark the entire application in this thesis. Instead, Open
vSwitch was only evaluated on a few selected use cases. The use cases represent the main flow table operations; however, there are other use cases
as well. Also, only the main "happy path", i.e. the operation terminates
successfully, of each use case scenario was evaluated. Most evaluated use
cases contain multiple alternative execution paths that represent either error paths or alternative "happy paths". To improve the certainty of the results in this thesis further, more use cases should be evaluated.

Chapter 9
Conclusions
This thesis presents two optimized prototypes that reduce the performance
overhead introduced by Intel SGX in Open vSwitch significantly, while still
providing the same security guarantees as the SGX enabled prototype developed in a previous study [1]. This is achieved by applying a combination
of different optimization techniques.
The optimization process involved the development of the HotCall Bundler
library, which combines concepts described in previous work with novel
ideas, i.e. execution graphs and enclave function memoization. Both the
evaluation in isolation and when integrated into Open vSwitch indicate
that the features of the library can be used to increase performance in Intel
SGX applications. However, definite conclusions regarding the generality of
the library’s novel features are difficult to make since they have only been
evaluated on a single real-world application. Further experiments have to
be conducted to confirm the library’s usefulness for other real-world applications.
The best performance was achieved by combining the switchless enclave
function call component of the HotCall Bundler library and modifications
of the enclave and untrusted application partition to minimizes the total
number of required enclave transitions in Open vSwitch. However, the
modification of the enclave and untrusted application partition resulted
in a larger and more complex enclave. It has also been shown that it is possible to increase performance, while maintaining the original enclave and
untrusted application partition by utilizing all the features of the HotCall
Bundler library; however, with slightly lower overall performance. The re-
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sults demonstrate a trade-off between performance and enclave complexity. The requirements of a particular application define which approach is
preferable over the other.
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Appendix A
Estimating ECall Overhead
Figure A.1 and A.2 presents the estimated enclave transition time when using ECalls. The purpose of this experiment was to estimate the fixed overhead associated with an ECall. This estimate was used in the Intel SGX performance analysis to estimate the total time spent on enclave transitions
for each use case.
In prior research, it has been concluded that recent Intel microcode versions have had a negative effect on ECall transition times. However, no
previous study included the latest Intel microcode updates. The results include estimated enclave transition times for 4 different Intel microcode versions. The experiment was conducted by measuring the time it takes to execute an ECall which takes no arguments and has an empty function body.
The experiment was repeated 200000 times for each microcode version.
The median execution time for ECalls using the latest microcode version
is ~16000 and ~22600 for a warm and cold cache, respectively. Based on
the results, it is possible to conclude that the most recent Intel microcode
updates have made ECalls even slower than before.
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Figure A.1: CDF of ECall execution times for different Intel microcode versions when using a cold cache.
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Figure A.2: CDF of ECall execution times for different Intel microcode versions when using a warm cache.

Appendix B
HotCall Bundler User API
This appendix presents the user API which is included in the HotCall Bundler
library. The purpose of the user API is to make it easier for users to construct
execution graphs. The user API makes it possible to construct execution
graphs using both imperative and functional operators.

B.1

Calling a Switchless Enclave Function

Listing B.1 demonstrates how to invoke an enclave function with the function id hotcall_plus_one which takes an integer argument x and increments
it by one. In this example hotcall_plus_one is a macro which maps to a
integer function id. When invoking an enclave function using the HCALL
macro, then execution will block until the enclave thread has executed the
function and written back potential return values.
i nt x = 0 ;
HCALL(CONFIG ( . function_id = hotcall_plus_one ) , VAR( x , ’d ’ ) ) ;
i f ( x ! = 1) p r i n t f ( "Wrong answer\n" ) ;

B.2

Merging Enclave Functions with Execution Graphs

Listing B.2 demonstrates how to merge multiple enclave functions with execution graphs. Only a single enclave transition is required to execute both
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enclave functions. We have to explicitly mark the beginning of the execution graph with BUNDLE_BEGIN() and the end with BUNDLE_END(). It is
important to note that the execution graph will not be executed until BUNDLE_END() is called. The HCALL statements simply add a node to the execution graph but do not submit any jobs to the shared memory region.
i nt x = 0 ;
BUNDLE_BEGIN ( ) ;
HCALL(CONFIG ( . function_id = hotcall_plus_one ) , VAR( x , ’d ’ ) ) ;
HCALL(CONFIG ( . function_id = hotcall_plus_one ) , VAR( x , ’d ’ ) ) ;
BUNDLE_END( ) ;
i f ( x ! = 2) p r i n t f ( "Wrong answer\n" ) ;

B.3

For Loop

Listing B.3 demonstrates how to use a for-loop to construct an execution
graph which will increment each element of the input list xs with 1.
unsigned i nt n _ i t e r s = 10;
i nt xs [ n _ i t e r s ] = { 0 } ;
BUNDLE_BEGIN ( ) ;
BEGIN_FOR ( ( ( str uct f o r _ c o n f i g ) {
. n _ i t e r s = &n _ i t e r s
}));
HCALL(CONFIG ( . function_id = hotcall_plus_one ) , VECTOR( xs , ’d ’ ) ) ;
END_FOR ( ) ;
BUNDLE_END( ) ;
for ( i nt i = 0 ; i < n _ i t e r s ; ++ i ) {
i f ( xs [ 0 ] ! = 1) p r i n t f ( "Wrong answer\n" ) ;
}

B.4

For Each

Listing B.4 demonstrates how to use a for each operator to construct an
execution graph which will increment each element of the input list xs with
1 using an iterator.
unsigned i nt n _ i t e r s = 10;
i nt xs [ n _ i t e r s ] = { 0 } ;
BUNDLE_BEGIN ( ) ;
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FOR_EACH( ( ( str uct for_each_config ) {
. function_id = hotcall_plus_one ,
. n _ i t e r s = &n _ i t e r s
}) ,
VECTOR( xs , ’d ’ )
);
BUNDLE_END( ) ;
for ( i nt i = 0 ; i < n\ _ i t e r s ; ++ i ) {
i f ( xs [ 0 ] ! = 1) p r i n t f ( "Wrong answer\n" ) ;
}

B.5

Map

Listing B.5 demonstrates how to use a map operator to construct an execution graph which will increment each element of the input list and save
the result in a new list ys. Maps are implemented with iterators. Note that
maps leave the input list unmodified and write the result to a new list.
unsigned i nt n _ i t e r s = 1 0;
i nt xs [ n _ i t e r s ] = { 0 } ;
i nt ys [ n _ i t e r s ] = { 0 } ;
BUNDLE_BEGIN ( ) ;
MAP(
( ( str uct map_config ) { . function_id =
hotcall_plus_one_ret ,
. n _ i t e r s = &n _ i t e r s
}) ,
VECTOR( xs , ’d ’ ) ,
VECTOR( ys , ’d ’ )
);
BUNDLE_END( ) ;
for ( i nt i = 0 ; i < n\ _ i t e r s ; ++ i ) {
i f ( xs [ 0 ] ! = 0) p r i n t f ( "Wrong answer\n" ) ;
i f ( ys [ 0 ] ! = 0) p r i n t f ( "Wrong answer\n" ) ;
}
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If

Listing B.6 demonstrates how to use a an if operator to implement execution graph branching.
BUNDLE_BEGIN ( ) ;
i nt x , y = 5 , 7 ;
IF (
( ( str uct i f _ c o n f i g ) { . predicate_fmt = "d>d" } ) ,
VAR( y , ’d ’ ) , VAR( x , ’d ’ )
);
THEN
HCALL(CONFIG ( . function_id = hotcall_plus_one ) , VAR( x , ’d ’ ) ) ;
END
BUNDLE_END( ) ;
/ / Since i f condition i s true , x should have been incremented .
i f ( x ! = 8) p r i n t f ( "Wrong answer\n" ) ;

B.7

While Loop

Listing B.7 demonstrates how to use a while loop operator to implement
execution graph which loops based on a boolean condition.
i nt x = 0 , y = 10 ;
BUNDLE_BEGIN ( ) ;
BEGIN_WHILE(
( ( str uct while_config ) { . predicate_fmt = "d<d" } ) ,
VAR( x , ’d ’ ) , VAR( y , ’d ’ )
);
HCALL(CONFIG ( . function_id = hotcall_plus_one ) , VAR( x , ’d ’ ) ) ;
END_WHILE ( ) ;
BUNDLE_END( ) ;
i f ( x ! = 10) p r i n t f ( "Wrong answer\n" ) ;
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B.8

Enclave Function Memoization

Listing B.8 demonstrates how to use function memoization. The listing
demonstrates a simple set and get method for an enclave key-value store.
The get method hashes the key argument and uses this value to do a lookup
in the memoization cache. If there is a hit, no enclave transition occurs.
The set method is configured to remove the cache line corresponding to
the key which the method will modify.
void s e t _ v a r ( i nt key , i nt value ) {
uint32_t hash = hash ( key ) ;
str uct memoize_invalidate memo_inv = {
. n_caches_to_invalidate = 1 ,
. caches = {
{
hotcall_get_value ,
. type = HASH,
. invalidate_element = { . hash = hash }
}
}
};
HCALL(CONFIG(
. function_id = h o t c a l l _ s e t _ v a l u e ,
. memoize_invalidate = &inv
),
VAR( key , ’d ’ ) ,
VAR( value , ’d ’ )
);
}
i nt get_value ( i nt key ) {
uint32_t hash = hash ( key ) ;
str uct memoize_config memo = {
. hash = hash ,
. return_type = ’d ’ ,
. manual_update = f a l s e ,
. e v i c t i o n _ p o l i c y = FIFO
};
i nt r e t ;
HCALL(
CONFIG(
. function_id = h o t c a l l _ g e t _ v a r ,
. memoize = &memo
),
VAR( key , ’d ’ ) ,
VAR( ret , ’d ’ )
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);
return r e t ;
}
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Version
Baseline

Bundle

Refactor

Switchless

Slow

Batch Size
1
2
4
8
16
1
2
4
8
16
1
2
4
8
16
1
2
4
8
16
1
2
4
8
16

0.25
36484
40107
45733
55547
73139
44617
49693
55799
68191
85465
43329
51476
57570
75368
103469
49846
69246
98165
151074
257342
221937
370865
657799
1193000
-

0.50
37763
41484
47135
57354
76433
47713
53725
59916
71821
88944
46204
54825
61947
78753
106407
52643
72104
101669
155249
126515
233060
391361
686905
1245338
-

0.75
39096
43048
48557
60271
80028
50595
57810
64028
74807
91988
49274
57888
66150
81478
109298
55623
74834
104969
159144
269519
251778
398036
695557
129176
-
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Baseline overhead (%)
(22.3, 26.3, 29.4)
(23.9, 29.5, 34.3)
(22.0, 27.1, 31.9)
(22.8, 25.2, 24.1)
(16.9, 16.4, 14.9)
(18.7, 22.3, 26.0)
(28.3, 32.2, 34.5)
(25.9, 31.4, 36.2)
(35.7, 37.3, 35.2)
(41.4, 39.2, 36.6)
(36.6, 39.4, 42.3)
(72.7, 73.8, 73.8)
(114.6, 115.7, 116.7)
(171.9, 170.6, 164.0)
(251.8, 244.7, 236.7)
(508.3, 517.2, 543.9)
(824.6,843.4,824.6)
(1338.3, 1357.3,1332.5)
(2047.7,2071.3,2043.2)
-

Table C.1: Quantiles and estimated overhead for delete flow operations for
all Open vSwitch versions relative to the baseline version. Slow version
batch 16 has been omitted due to long computation time.
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APPENDIX C. RESULTS OF OPEN VSWITCH PROTOTYPES

Version
Baseline

Bundle

Refactor

Switchless

Slow

Batch Size
1
2
4
8
16
1
2
4
8
16
1
2
4
8
16
1
2
4
8
16
1
2
4
8
16

0.25
19386
23808
30854
43165
67061
49043
53576
65746
85126
124623
23874
27955
35619
51381
78232
729146
823777
858425
916096
1072987
9620814
9902948
10257887
10980171
-

0.50
20377
24895
32361
45091
70275
51526
56338
70573
90715
132972
25480
29519
37307
53475
80726
816372
865086
879666
968746
1105279
9700644
1000381
10358288
11091809
-

0.75
21395
21395
33829
47794
74898
53441
59453
75661
95919
142970
27098
31198
39149
55547
83155
847300
900250
913006
995293
1129116
9778123
10081493
10439965
11180145
-

Baseline overhead (%)
(152.9, 152.8, 149.8)
(125.0, 126.3, 127.9)
(113.1, 118.0, 123.6)
(97.2, 101.1, 100.6)
(85.8, 89.2, 90.8)
(23.2, 25.0, 26.6)
(17.4, 18.6, 19.6)
(15.4, 15.2, 15.7)
(19.0, 18.6, 16.2)
(16.6, 14.8, 11.0)
(3661.1, 3906.3, 3860.2)
(3460.0, 3474.9, 3450.9)
(2682.2, 2618.2, 2598.9)
(2022.3, 2048.4, 1982.5)
(1500.0, 1472.8, 1407.5)
(49627.6,47605.8, 45702.8)
(41595.0, 40170.2,38645.6)
(33246.5,32008.5,30860.9)
(25437.7,24598.7,23392.3)
-

Table C.2: Quantiles and estimated overhead for flow eviction operations
for all Open vSwitch versions relative to the baseline version. Slow version
batch 16 has been omitted due to long computation time.

APPENDIX C. RESULTS OF OPEN VSWITCH PROTOTYPES

Version
Baseline

Bundle

Refactor

Switchless

Slow

Batch Size
1
2
4
8
16
1
2
4
8
16
1
2
4
8
16
1
2
4
8
16
1
2
4
8
16

0.25
35300
36209
38947
41679
49267
38257
40547
44559
50123
59738
31627
33142
35491
43576
51791
48836
55405
68459
92002
145665
242852
323879
470542
742396
-

0.50
36500
37473
40353
43282
51210
39970
42605
46540
52277
61965
32843
34338
37123
44968
53360
50728
57645
70707
95135
148967
263464
333093
475244
746540
-

0.75
37678
38692
41699
44778
52914
43886
451816
49181
54596
64233
37580
39613
40213
48360
55710
54442
60628
74122
98369
153097
269522
338976
480446
75406
-
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Baseline overhead(%)
(8.3, 9.5, 16.4)
(12.0, 13.6, 18.4)
(14.4, 15.3, 17.9)
(20.2, 20.8, 21.9)
(21.2, 21.0, 21.4)
(-10.5, -10.0, -0.3)
(-8.5, -8.4, 0.2)
(-8.9, -8.1, -3.6)
(4.5, 3.8, 8.0)
(5.1, 4.2, 5.3)
(38.3, 38.9, 44.5)
(53.0, 53.8, 56.7)
(75.8, 75.2, 77.8)
(120.7, 119.8, 119.6)
(195.6, 190.9, 189.3)
(587.9, 621.8, 615.3)
(794.4, 788.8, 776.0)
(1108.2, 1077.7, 1052.1)
(1681.2, 1624.8, 1584.0)
-

Table C.3: Quantiles and estimated overhead of flow modification operations for all Open vSwitch versions relative to the baseline version. Slow
version batch 16 has been omitted due to long computation time.
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